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Only recently has technology come to the point of
making circuitry and systems reasonably small, reliable,
and inexpensive so as to enable practical implementations
of spread spectrum (SS) concepts. Viewed as a motivating
force encouraging the growth of the field, this recently
developed capability for practical SS systems must be
reinforced by the additional pressure of more and greater
demands being made on communications systems than ever
before. Increased message traffic from a higher number of
users is creating a need for protection of information from
interference and eavesdropping. As a result of these two
major forces, the availability of systems and components
coupled with the need for improved communications, the
field of SS communications has rapidly emerged in recent
years as a major thrust in the technical community. This
thesis provides a summary of the principles upon which SS
systems have developed and the progress of frequency
management involving spread spectrum systems.
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As a result of advances in communication theory and
systems technology in the last decade the use of
telecommunication services has rapidly multiplied, placing
new demands on the radio spectrum. This growth in the radio
frequency spectrum usage has resulted in congestion, and
the situation is getting steadily worse. Serious
consequences await agencies and nations which do not
maintain an active, progressive program to protect their
existing operations and to provide for accommodation of new
planned systems. Competition for this vital spectrum
resource has already reached the point where communications
navigation and surveillance systems in use today are
threatened by encroachment from other spectrum users. In
addition, any plans to introduce new systems will confront
spectrum availability as a formidable problem. Also, in the
past years, there has been an increasing realization that
we are faced with a rapidly growing problem throughout the
world of attaining effective and efficient use of the radio
spectrum. [Ref. 1]
Spectrum demands have been met traditionally by simple
administrative techniques because technology has kept
increasing the amount of spectrum space available and
reducing necessary bandwidth. Recently, the growth of the
usable spectrum has slowed while the demand placed upon it
has grown exponentially. This turn of events has induced
spectrum managers to consider different approaches to
frequency allocation and assignment.
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Given that a band must be used by more than one
justifiable user, the problem is to determine the specific
criteria which can be applied to two or more users on
mutually cooperative rather than a mutually exclusive basis
for more effective use of the spectrum.
To overcome the problem the concept of spread spectrum
communication systems has been advocated.
Most of the concepts of spread spectrum systems have
been understood for many years, but the components and
techniques for building systems capable of reliable
operation have been available for a much shorter time.
J. P. Costas concluded in 1959 that "for congested-band
operation, broadband systems appear to offer a more orderly
approach to the problem and a potentially higher average
traffic volume than narrow-band systems.'' [Ref. 2]. At
that time, however, transistors and other components were
not available to build a reliable, reasonably sized spread
spectrum system. Today, components have advanced to the
point at which large parts of a spread spectrum system can
be contained in a single integrated circuit. A code
generator, for instance, which even in 1967 would have
required at least 100 discrete transistors, can easily be
incorporated in a single small package only slightly larger
than one of the transistors. In the future a complete
subsystem may well be reduced to one similarly small
package. The point is that the use of spread spectrum
techniques is no longer constrained by constituent
electronic components, within limits.
B . PURPOSE
This thesis will be an investigation of the principles
upon which spread spectrum systems have developed. Also,
this thesis is to provide an assessment of the frequency
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bands that might be used by spread spectrum systems, with
explanations of the constraints due to both electromagnetic
compatibility considerations and frequency allocation
regulations. Also, this thesis will provide an assessment
of the spread spectrum systems performance analysis.
Finally, it will recommend general rules and procedures
required to allow the utilization of the spread spectrum
systems while simultaneously protecting authorized
conventional systems to the maximum extent possible.
C . APPROACH
This thesis begins with this brief introduction and
then is divided into five basic areas. Chapter Two explores
spectrum management allocation processes and problems.
Chapter Three looks at spread spectrum systems with
emphasis on the different techniques and how their
application affects spectrum management. Chapter Four
assesses the performance analysis of the spread spectrum
systems. Chapter Five assesses the frequency bands that
spread spectrum may possibly use and their effects on
spectrum utilization. Finally, Chapter Six explores






The electromagnetic spectrum is an intangible resource
which is available to everyone--at least in theory.
Unfortunately, it is also a limited resource since only a
very small portion of the spectrum can be used for any
given purpose within the bounds of present technology. The
radio spectrum is a resource which man has exploited since
about 1900 to advance his safety and welfare and to provide
entertainment. Radio spectrum is somewhat different from
other resources, such as minerals, water, fossils, fuels,
and so on, in that we must be concerned with the following
characteristics
:
1. This resource is used and not consumed. It's being
wasted when it's not being used. Administration and
management of the resource requires allocation by
segments and other means.
2. The resource has dimensions of space, time, and
frequency, and all three are interrelated.
3. It is an international resource, available to all.
4. The resource is wasted when it's assigned to do tasks
that can be done as easily or better in other ways.
The resource is wasted when the parameters are not
correctly applied to a task.
5. The resource is subject to pollution, and that's
going to be one of the major subjects today. [Ref.l]
The demand for the use of the radio frequency spectrum
has grown steadily since 1935. The incentive for this
growth in the number of spectrum users and, consequently,
the number of separate frequencies in use can be linked to
the growth in per capita income, the changes in taste, and
the levels in population. Like other natural resources the
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demand for spectrum has produced an increase in the
available supply of spectrum in two ways:
1. At the extensive margin.
2. At the intensive margin.
First, the technology to operate at higher frequencies has
expanded the quality of spectrum, an increase in supply at
the extensive margin. Second, technology has permitted
closer channel spacing, e.g., the utilization of more
channels per frequency band. This has been done through the
development of technologically improved transmitters,
receivers, antennas, etc. These technological improvements
facilitate close channel spacing because of narrower
frequency tolerances. This is an increase in the supply
of spectrum at the intensive margin. The supply of spectrum
is, therefore, largely determined by technology, but
management and economics also play important roles in
determining the supply of spectrum. Technology may increase
the supply of spectrum, but management of the spectrum
improves its use in time, space, and frequency. Spectrum
management is concerned with the problem of the spectral
dimensions of time,— space, and frequency. Signals
transmitted on a specific frequency occupy all three
spatial dimensions. The degree to which the physical space
through which the signals pass is in fact occupied depends
upon the radiated power. Extreme power will so saturate
physical space so as to prevent any other signal from being
intelligibly received within it. To illustrate, two
spectrum users may simultaneously transmit on the same
frequency if sufficiently geographically separate. Because
of their geographic separation, they occupy different
spectrum in the spatial sense. If, however, they are not
geographically separated and transmit on the same frequency
and with the same power, but at different moments in time,
they occupy different spectrum in a temporal sense.
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However, if they transmit with the same power at the same
time and are not geographically separated, they occupy the
same spectrum.
Economics plays an important role in determining the
usable supply of spectrum. The cost of the technology
required to utilize higher frequencies or to utilize more
closely spaced frequencies may limit the economic usability
of the supply of spectrum. Thus, the high cost of
technology to utilize frequencies effectively limits the
supply available for apportionment among users.
In essence, technology provides the physical supply of
spectrum, management concerns itself with the apportionment
of that supply, and economics measures the economic
usability of the supply of spectrum. [Ref. 3]
After that many countries, like the United States, are
literally running out of space to accommodate all who would
like to use the resource. This problem is compounded by the
fact that international and national spectrum management
responsibilities are fragmented among many government and
nongovernment agencies, committees, commissions, advisory
boards, and user groups. Because of this fragmentation, no
single agengy has the total administrative, engineering,
and information capabilities necessary to provide optimum
spectrum management on a nationwide basis. During the past
decades, extensive research, development, and analysis have
been conducted in the spectrum management field which
provide the technical basis for solutions to this problem.
[Ref. 4]
B. SPECTRUM ALLOCATION PROCESS
Two important aspects of resource apportionment are
assignment and allocation. Allocation may be thought of in
two ways. First, allocation may be viewed as the
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designation of a band of frequencies to a specific
telecommunications service such as maritime mobile, fixed
broadcasting, aeronautical navigation, amateur, etc. This
first view of allocation implies the existence of no
specific spectrum user or constraint of particular
frequencies to a particular geographic area. Second,
allocation may be viewed as the designation of a band of
frequencies and a specific service application to a given
user or particular geographic area.
On the other hand, assignment is defined as the
designation of a specific frequency within an allocation
for a specific user of communications electronics
equipment. Assignment implies some property rights to the
user of that frequency to the mutual exclusion of other
users. [Ref . 5]
A distinction between assignment and allocation is that
allocations are made at the international level while
assignments are made by individual nations. Assignments are
designed to the made in accordance with a national
allocation plan which is a subset of the international
allocation plan. Spread spectrum frequency management
involves the allocation and assignment of spread spectrum
frequencies. The term management, used in this sense, is
the attempt to control the utilization of the spectrum in
order to obtain the greatest benefit for the greatest
number of people.
Our use of the spectrum began with very crude equipment
(by today's standards) for communications by telegraph
between ships at sea and with the shore. Even this very
early use brought out the next major point with regard to
the spectrum, which is that it is an international resource
and can be used efficiently only in accord with
international agreements on standards and procedures, and
frequency assignments to services. The early use by ships
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led to an agreement reached in Berlin in 1903 on procedures
for handling messages. Another meeting in Berlin in 1906
adopted the first regulations concerning the use of
frequencies (wavelengths in those days) which went into
effect in most countries in 1908. These beginning efforts
at international cooperation were extensively concerned
with radio telegraph procedures which became entrusted to
the Bureau of the International Telegraph Union. (This
Union had been established in 1865 to develop cooperation
in wire telegraph services primarily throughout Europe.)
From this modest beginning grew the extensive present
organization of the International Telecommunication Union
(ITU), now a Specialized Agency of the United Nations.
[Ref. 1]
The ITU, like its predecessors, is a voluntary
association of independent countries formed to enhance the
conduct of international communications. It is voluntary in
the sense that nations could confine their communications
within their own national borders, but because of
commercial and political reasons, they choose not to do so.
The representatives of ITU member nations meet periodically
and draw up, by mutual agreement, rules, regulations, and
recommendations for the conduct of telecommunication
services. The ITU consists of various technical committees
and working groups. Figure 2.1 shows the ITU organization
structure
.
The history of international communications
organizations has been divided into three periods: 1906-
1957, echnological , 1957-1971, Transition to Political, and



























[Ref. 3: p. 17]
Figure 2.1 ITU Structure
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The earliest period was marked by decisions concerning the
technical aspects of communications such as the adoption of
a standard design telegraph key, a standard telegraph code,
technical standards for transmitters .to reduce frequency
drift and interference, licensing of operators, interface
equipment standards, and the allocation of frequencies to
various services
.
During the period 1957-1971, the World saw many former
colonies gaining their independence and emerging as a bloc
called the Lesser Developed Countries (LDC'S). The LDC'S
have emerged as a significant political power which has
used the United Nations as a venue for pushing their case
for a greater share of technology, resources and capital.
The LDC'S believe that these items have been monopolised by
the industrial nations to the detriment of the LDC'S. In
the telecommunications arena, for example, the equatorial
countries have claimed that they are the controllers of a
very important natural resource, the geostationary orbital
position for satellites. The LDC'S perceive access to these
systems and spectrum space as a source of revenue. The
LDC'S see that the telecommunications systems of the
developed nations have proved to be an economic resource
for the developed nations. They, therefore, wish to do the
same for themselves. The LDC'S, through bloc voting, have
the power to gain access to these things on their own
terms, i.e., frequencies utilised and technical/financial
aid for telecommunication systems. As previously stated the
LDC'S may attempt to use bloc voting tactics to dominate
future radio conferences to gain allocations favorable to
their interests.
However, to provide some semblance of order and for
political reasons, goverment regulations specify the
modulation type, bandwidth, and type of information that
can be transmitted over designated frequency bands.
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On an international basis, frequency assignments and
technical standards are set by two committees :( see Fig. 2.1)
the International Telegraph and Telephone Consulative
Committee CCCITT) and the International Radio Consultative
Committee (CCIR). These committees function under the
auspices of ITU. In the United States the Federal
Communication Commission (FCC) regulates radio, telephone,
television, and satellite transmission systems. The
international frequency assignments are divided into
subbands by the FCC to accomodate 70 categories of services
and 9 million transmitters. Table I gives a general listing
of frequency bands, their common designations, typical
propagation conditions, and typical services assigned c
these bands. A look at Table I shows that frequencies have
differing characteristics. Therefore, some are more sui1 3d
to one radio service than another. For example, high
frequencies (3-30 MHz) are useful for low capacity,
worldwide radio communications , but are not useful for high
capacity circuits or for television. Ideally, frequencies
should be allocated to services based on their
characteristics
.
As the value of radio communications became more
apparent, the demand for additional services ( e
.
g
radiotelephone) and expansion of existing services grew.
The current political - economic climate hinders the
allocati on/reallocation of frequencies based on technology,
but demands the careful assessment of the political and
economic implications of the allocations. The ITU member
nations, through mutual agreement, allocate frequencies to
services by goegraphic regions. The ITU member delegations
make frequency allocation recommendations based :>n
technical considerations. But the actual allocations are
made as a result of the political, technical, and economic
justifications presented by these same member nations.
20
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Electromagnetic compatibility is a two-way street.
The users of the electromagnetic environment must share the
same resource and ' 'get along'' with each other. This was
not much of a problem in the past when frequencies were
plentiful, and even exclusive use of frequencies was
commonplace. However, the spectrum is now crowded, and
performance thresholds are likely to be determined by the
level of interfering signals, rather than by ambient noise.
As a matter of fact, it is only when operational service
ranges reach the limitations imposed by marginal
interference rather than noise, that the spectrum is
considered to be used to full capacity.
This does not imply that the spectrum is
necessarily being used efficiently under marginal
interference conditions. It does mean that with the
equipment in use and under the conditions of their use,
interference defines the limit on the amount of service
which can be accommodated. Thus, if we are to learn to
study and predict interference conditions accurately enough
to determine when interference becomes an unacceptable
threat
.
Exlusive frequencies and block frequency allotments
to user groups are luxuries spectrum managers can no longer
afford. However, the alternatives require the support of
studies and models in more detail and with higher
engineering precision than can be accomplished with the
staffs, records, and technical capabilities now available.
[Ref. 4]
What is the nature of the electromagnetic
compatibility problem in a dynamic and complex environment?
The density of planned use of the spectrum has forced
multiple reuse of each frequency and has resulted in
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frequency assignments which admit to some potential for
interference within acceptable limits. As the use of the
spectrum has become more dense, the need for more efficient
methods of using the spectrum, based upon the same kind of
controlled marginal compatibility, has become evident.
Three primary factors determine the degree of
compatibility in our electromagnetic environment:
1. The space, frequency and time density of spectrum use.
2. The characteristics of the equipments in use, and
3. The distribution of the available frequency resource
among the users.
Any program that is designed to control electromagnetic
compatibility must be able to understand and control these
three factors. [Ref. 4]
2 . Spectrum Management Problems
The present spectrum management agencies do not
have the authority to manipulate these factors, except
within rigidly limited frequency bands, and therefore
cannot optimize spectrum utility. [Ref. 4: p. 17].
Further, these agencies are not likely to get the required
authority unless they have the means at hand to guarantee
acceptable service levels to users already committed to
spectrum occupancy, while at the same time assuring
reliable service to new users. This can be accomplished
only through the use of analytical means which have a
degree or credibility acceptable to both the spectrum
users and the lawmakers who must protect each user's
commitment to spectrum use and who, in addition, would have
to sanction any basic change in the administration and
management of the spectrum. Each proposed method for
spectrum assignment must be developed, tested, measured,
and proved to the satisfaction of all interested parties
before it can achieve acceptance.
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The resource we are interested in managing has the
strange characteristic of being equally available
everywhere, but subject to contamination at the point of
use. The resource is only usable at any one place to the
degree that the resource is not contaminated, or if it is
contaminated, to the degree that the user can see through
the contamination and still satisfy his requirements.
The complex pattern of spectrum users creates on
environment within which each user must live and function.
If a spectrum manager is assigned the responsibility for
improving the utility of the electromagnetic spectrum,
he must first understand the existing environment, and then
manipulate the future environment in such a manner as to
improve spectrum usefulness.
The free users are chewing each other out, accusing
each other of sloppy radiation, letting their signals get
across boundaries, not doing an efficient and scientific
job in packing the maximum amount of information into the
smallest spectrum space, or, worse yet, not even using some
allocated frequencies, while others are saying they need
more. They still have a problem, they call it spectrum
pollution, but they're worse off, they don't even know how
bad it is nor how quickly it's getting worse.
The Federal Government of the United States is
a large user of the radio spectrum resource for national
security and defense, radio-navigation aids, air traffic
control, law enforcement, conservation of natural resources,
meteorological aids, scientific research, etc., for the
benefit of 230 million people. The military services account
for about two thirds of this Government use and, with the
Federal Aviation Agency , account for about 80 percent of the
total Government frequency assignments. Maritime radio-
navigation aids, law enforcement, and conservation of
national resources account for another 15 percent of such
assignments. [Ref. 1]
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The Department of Defense (DOD) may be the biggest
user. We all appreciate that no modern defense organization
can be effective unless it makes effective use of the
potential that the spectrum affords. Most of the DOD users
are very much like other users. The DOD relies on radio for
controlling the operation of vehicles of all kinds. Maybe
some others do take the opposite tack and ask why the DOD
should have any uses that are different from those of
others, if it's just another user, albeit big. I have four
items that I think answer that question, and there are
probably others. First, the DOD must always be vigilant and
ready to respond. As an example, air defense radar must be
on air not for just an 8-hour day, but for 24 hours a da^.
The second set of military requirements arises out of the
facts of what we call ' 'electronic warfare. ' ' Usually we
think of all users of the spectrum as trying to cooperate
and live in harmony. It's true that everyone tries to get
all the frequencies he can possibly use, but once he has
them, I think he usually tries to live by the rules. But,
during active warfare, attempts to use the spectrum for
military purposes are quite likely to result in enemy
attempts to interfere deliberately with its use, to jam it.
Thus the DOD problem is multiplied manyfold, and the
military find themselves requiring greater effective
radiated power and many times the simple bandwidth that
might be necessary just to transmit the information
required, in order to establish a counter-countermeasures
capability. A third complication arises primarily out of
the second. This is the need for extensive security. Most
basic electronic techniques sooner or later become well
known. We can't hide the laws of nature. But, fortunately
for militaries, there are usually many, many ways in which
electronic devices can be used to perform useful military
functions. As soon as one side learns just which technique
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the opposition is using to perform a particular function,
countermeasures can be quickly devised and equipment
procured. Adequate security is hard to maintain in our open
society, especially in an area like communications, or
electronics, where a skilled intelligence man can
extrapolate a long way from what seems like very simple
clues. The fourth point is a very important one, and really
thorny. It grows out of the need to prepare for war in time
of peace. During hostilities, the urgency of winning
establishes very high priority for military use of the
spectrum, and many channels are made available then which
in normal times are assigned to others, and quite rightly.
But it's during such normal times that new designs must be
proved, production equipment tested, military communications
electronics concepts exercised and approved, optimums of
equipments and techniques established, and, very important-
ly, operators must be trained.
D. FUTURE ALLOCATION PROCESS
1 . Initial Approach
With the presently available equipment and capabi-
lities, the spectrum management could begin to assign
frequencies to other classes of users in those bands which
are set aside for the exclusive use of one user group,
worldwide. This action would make additional frequencies
available in geographical areas where one particular user
group did not require and was not using its allotted frequ-
encies. For example, frequencies set aside for the forestry
service could be used by other services in areas where
there are no forests. However, in order to achieve such
a goal, while at the same time protecting the interests
of those who already have investments in those bands, the
spectrum manager would have to have much better frequency
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assignment and utilization records than are presently-
available. Records, for example, would have to indicate more
than technical characteristics, such as equipment type and
antenna height. They would also have to specify various
operational conditions, such as the limits of the area in
which a mobile user could operate. With a knowledge of the
location of each user of the spectrum in the region of a
specific frequency assignment request and with the help of
limited data processing, frequencies could be selected for
which the nearest duplicate frequency authorizations would
be outside the interference range. This procedure would be
a relatively simple first step toward more efficient
spectrum utilization. •
2 . System Implementation
Electromagnetic compatibility is looked upon as
a vast system problem containing both first - order and
second-order solutions. It involves starting with the
status quo, which is then subjected to the effects of both
natural and man-made environments, applying standardized
analysis techniques to arrive at potential short-range
assignment solutions, possibly followed by long - range
allocation changes, and finally, applying some means of
feedback to close the loop, thereby updating the status quo
in readiness for future problems. First-order solutions are
required to minimize problems of direct co - channel
interference. Second - order solutions are required to
minimize interference resulting from intermodulation
products, spurious, out-of-band radiation, noise, etc.
The spectrum manager might next begin to build the
tools of this trade. These would include:
1 . Accurate spectrum authorization and usage records
that would provide the basis for describing and
understanding the electromagnetic environment.
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2. The analytical tool which would allow him to predict
interference in that known environment, and
3. The measuring and monitoring capability required to
model and police spectrum utilization.
These would be the real tools of the trade in the era of
the enlightened spectrum manager: records, measurement,
enviromental synthesis, and analysis. Without this
capability the spectrum manager could not really begin to
analyze and understand spectrum usage problems in any
detail. [Ref. 4]
The ultimate objective in the use of these tools
would be to improve the accuracy with which the spectrum
manager could predict interference so that he would be able
to crowd users closer together without risking unacceptable
interference. However, he would probably first use these
tools for other purposes until he had gained enough
confidence in them to warrant exposing the spectrum users
to the dangers involved in prediction . His first application
of the new capability , then, would very likely be to improve
interference conditions within the bounds of the rules in
use at the particular time, strengthening the rules one
step at a time.
On this basis, spectrum manager might decide next
to improve his understanding of the effects of equipment
characteristics on the incidence of interference. Based
upon this improved understanding, he could then begin to
specify minimum stsndards for those characteristics which
proved most cost effective in improving the overall level
of interference. Almost every aspect of the interference
problem has some uncertainty and variability associated
with it. Characteristics vary from one piece of equipment
to another, with age and state of maintenance. Pieces of
mobile equipment move from one place to another and have
operational duty cycles. Radio propagation varies with
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location and time. In order to predict interference with a
known degree of certainty, all of these must be modeled
statistically. This is an area that should be given a
great deal of emphasis if answers are to be provided in
truly meaningful engineering terms.
The spectrum manager, having improved the
efficiency of spectrum use through better control of the
environment and through improved equipment characteristics,
might wish in his next step to explore new and more
efficient modulation and multiplexing techniques. The
homogeneous pattern of authorized modulations, powers,
bandwidths, and types of service now in use has made the
potential for interference easier to understand and
control. However, these patterns have limited the ability
of the spectrum manager to take advantage of new and more
efficient techniques which do not fit into the established
pattern. Computer simulation would provide the answer.
Since no established user of the spectrum could be
expected to gracefully accept an expensive displacement
just to accommodate other or future users, answers would
have to be sought which would allow the phased introduction
of the new techniques without disruption of the existing
services. The simulation could provide the design tool
needed to explore the compatibility of alien techniques or
usage pattern without the danger of disruption. Spread
spectrum techniques might be able to coexist with mobile
FM, but only a detailed simulation, supported by
measurments , could tell the whole story and provide the
basis for a well supported low risk proposal.
What is the DOD doing in the United States to
balance this, to contribute, to improve the situation?
All DOD frequencies are assigned by the Interdepartment
Radio Advisory Communications (IRAC), which works very
closely with the Federal Communication Commission (FCC)
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in doing their work. In order to determine what frequencies
would best .serve their purposes, the Army, the Navy with
the Marine Corps, and the Air Force all operate frequency
management offices manned by experienced, competent people.
Their work goes a long way toward making sure that the DOD
needs are met in the most effective way, and that the IRAC
decisions are based on the most solid engineering
foundation that they can provide. The DOD is spending a lot
of the taxpayers' money on research and development, and a
good deal of it contributes to making available more
channels, improved coding techniques, better frequency
stability components, and they have not reached yet the
limit of the useful spectrum. [Ref . 1]
The military has many vehicles that need to travel
on the spectrum highway. DOD's use of the electromagnetic
spectrum must be in consonance with that of all other
users, government and civil. The highway obviously must be
shared. The DOD is working on solutions that should be
useful to many people.
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III. SPREAD SPECTRUM SYSTEMS
A. INTRODUCTION
Spread spectrum applications started with the first
communicator who set up a scheduled time to send and
receive messages. This scheduling may have come about
through a desire to avoid heavy traffic (consider, for
instance, 10 Indian smoke signalers talking at once) or a
desire to avoid interception by surprising the would-be
interceptor. The same technique of timing was adapted by
radio operators, but they added a new dimension, frequency.
The radio operator not only could schedule his
transmissions for a time unknown to an interceptor but
could transmit at one of many frequencies, which forced the
interceptor to ''find'' his transmission in addition to
guessing his schedule. Encoding of messages for error
correction and improved time and frequency selection
naturally followed.
Spread spectrum developments actually began in the 1940
as the result of "'clever engineering'' on a selected
basis, with most applications involving military problems.
A definition of spread spectrum that adequately reflects
the characteristics of this technique is as follows:
Spread spectrum is a means of transmission in which the
signal occupies a bandwidth in excess of the minimum
necessary to send the information, the band spread is
accomplished by means of a code which is independent of
the data, and a synchronized reception with the code at
the receiver is used for despreading and subsequent data
recovery. [Ref . 8: p. 855]
Under this definition the basic signal characteristics
of modern spread spectrum systems are as follows:
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1. The transmission bandwidth is much greater than the
minimum bandwidth required to transmit the
information signal.
2. Demodulation must be accomplished, in part, by-
correlation of the received signal with a replica of
the signal used in the transmitter to spread the
information signal.
3. The carrier is a nearly unpredictable, or. pseudo-
random, wide band signal.
There are many reasons for spreading the spectrum, and
if done properly, a multiplicity of benefits can accrue
simultaneously. Some of these are:
Antijamming
Anti- interference
Low probability of intercept




The technology has only recently become popularized in
the general technical community. As the advancements
progressed, the spread spectrum signaling concepts have
been found to be well suited to precision range and
position location and most recently have been successfully
applied to multiple access situations involving many users
simultaneously. The advances in modern technology, making
circuitry and systems reasonably small, reliable, and
inexpensive, have permitted the practical implementation of
spread spectrum techniques for the transmission of digital
information. Compared to usual transmission systems, spread
spectrum systems permit communication of information
reducing the jamming effects and protecting the message
from eavesdropping. These advantages are achieved at the
expense of an increased bandwidth of the modulated signal.
The bandwidth thus becomes a critical parameter in the
receiver design of such systems.
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Much of today's prime effort is being spent in the area
of developing compatible, low density signaling structures
that can not only improve spread spectrum system performa-
nce but provide peaceful coexistence with other systems.
B. WHAT IS A SPREAD SPECTRUM SYSTEM?
Every transmitting or modulating system has a
characteristic signature that includes not only the
frequency at which the signal is centered, but also the
bandwidth of the signal when modulated by the intended
signaling waveform. A spectrum is the frequency-domain
representation of the signal and especially the modulated
signal
.
A spread sprectrum system is one in which the
transmitted signal is spread over a wide frequency band,
much wider, in fact, than the minimum bandwidth required to
transmit the information being sent. A voice signal, for
example, can be sent with amplitude modulation in a
bandwidth only twice that of the information itself. Other
forms of modulation, such as low deviation FM or single
sideband AM, also permit information to be transmitted in a
bandwidth comparable to the bandwidth of the information
itself. A spread spectrum system, on the other hand, often
takes a baseband signal with a bandwidth of only a few
kilohertz, and distributes it over a band that may be many
megahertz wide. This is accomplished by modulating with the
information to be send and with a wideband encoding signal.
The basis of spread spectrum technology is expressed by




(l + S/N) (eqn. 3.1)
where C = channel capacity, bits/s
W = transmission bandwidth, Hz
N = noise power
S = signal power
This equation shows the relationship between the
ability of a channel to transfer error-free information,
compared with the signal-to-noise ratio existing in the
channel, and the bandwidth used to transmit the information.
Letting C be the desired system information rate and
changing bases, we find
C/W = 1.441og(l + S/N)





thus we see that for any given noise-to-signal ratio we can
have a low information - error rate by increasing the
bandwidth used to transfer the information.
Incidentally, the information itself may be embedded in
the spread spectrum signal by several methods. The most
common is that of adding the information to the spectrum-
spreading code before it's used for spreading modulation.
This technique is applicable to any spread spectrum system
that uses a code sequence to determine it's RF bandwidth.
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Of course, the information to be sent must be in some
digital form because addition to a code sequence involves
modulo - 2 addition to a binary. code. Alternately,
information may be used to modulate a carrier before
spreading it. This is usually done by some form of angle
modulation, for the need in spread spectrum systems in
often to output a constant-power RF envelope. [Ref . 2]








[l + Eb /NQ (C/W)] (eqn. 3.2)
where N = single-sided noise power spectral density, W/Hz
E-, = energy per bit of the received signal
If the information rate, R, at the channel input is
less than C, Shannon proved that it is theoretically
possible through coding to achieve error-free transmission
through the channel . This result does not provide a
constructive means for finding codes that will achieve
error-free transmission, but it does provide a yardstick by
which the performance of practical communication schemes
may be measured. A graphical presentation of equation 3.2
is obtained by setting the rate R equal to C and plotting
E./N as a function of R/W, as shown in Figure 3.1.
At points below and to the right of the curve, no
amount of coding or complexity will achieve totally
reliable transmission. At points above and to the left of
the curve, zero error transmission is possible, although
perhaps at a very high price in terms of bandwidth,
complexity, or transmission delay. Note that data
transmission is possible at all points in the plane of





(Infinite bandwidth asymptote I
Figure 3.1
[Ref. 9: p. 8]
Power-bandwidth Trade-off for Error-free
Transmission Through Noisy, Bandlimited
Channels
.
This plot can be separated into a power-limited region,
where R/W < 1 , and a bandwidth- limited region, where R/W > 1.
That is, if the number of bits/s/Hz is greater than unity,
one has an efficient scheme in terms of utilizing
bandwidth. Even more important to note, however, is that
this is simply one point on the graph, for any given rate-
to-bandwidth ratio, a signal-to-noise ratio exists above
which error-free transmission is possible and below which
it is not. Quite often, practical communication schemes are
compared with this ideal by choosing some suitable
probability of error, say 10 , and finding the signal-to
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noise ratio necessary to achieve it. This signal-to-noise
ratio is then plotted versus R/W for the system, where W is
found according to some suitable definition of bandwidth.
[Ref. 9].
A spread spectrum system, then, must meet two criteria:
1. The transmitted bandwidth is much greater than the
bandwidth or rate of the information being sent and
2. Some function other than the information being sent
is employed to determine the resulting modulated RF
bandwidth.
This is the essence of spread spectrum communications,
the art of expanding the bandwidth of a signal , transmitting
that expanded signal, and recovering the desired signal by
remapping the received spread spectrum into the original
information bandwidth. Furthermore, in the process of
carrying out this series of bandwidth trades the purpose is
to allow the system to deliver error-free information in a
noisy signal environment.
C. SPREAD SPECTRUM PRINCIPLES
The basic principles of spread spectrum modulation and
communications system properties rest on the pioneering
work of C. Shannon (1948) and V. Kotelnikov (1947). Shannon
showed that a communications system performance is directly
related to the time bandwidth-power product of the trans-
mitted signal. Spread spectrum modulation is characterized
by a large time-bandwidth product to achieve desirable
performance. Kotelnikov showed that in a white noise inter-
ference enviroment the detection demodulation performance
of a transmitted symbol only depends on the received symbol
energy. Thus, for a system employing a large time-bandwidth
product, there is great freedom in choice of the symbol
waveform without effecting the performance.
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In a world beset by too little RF spectrum to satisfy
the ever - growing demands of military, commercial, and
private users the question ' ' why spread spectrum'' must
certainly be considered valid, for spread sprectrum systems
have almost as many reasons for being as they have users
.
Some of the properties that may be cited are the following:
1. Selective addressing capability.
2. Code division multiplexing is possible for multiple
access
.
3. Low-density power spectra for signal hiding.




These properties come about as a result of the coded
signal format and the wide signal bandwidth that results. A
single receiver or group of receivers may be addressed by
assigning a given reference code to them, whereas others
are given a different code. Selective addressing can then
be as simple as transmitting the proper code sequence as
modulation.
Not all of these characteristics, however, are
necessarily availiable from the same system at the same
time. It is somewhat anomalous, for instance, to expect,
at the same time, a signal that is easily hidden but can
also be received in the face of a large amount of
interference. Signal-hiding requirements and interference
rejection are often at odds, but the same system might be
used for both by using low-power transmission when low
detectability is desired and high-power transmissions when
maximum interference rejection is needed.
When codes are properly chosen for low cross
correlation, minimum interference occurs between users, and
receivers set to use different codes are reached only by
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transmitters sending that code. Thus, more than one signal
can be unambiguously transmitted on the same frequency and
at the same time, selective addressing and code-division
multiplexing are implemented by the coded modulation
format
.
Because of the wideband signal spectra generated by
code modulation, the power transmitted is low in any narrow
region. At any rate, the density of a spread spectrum
signal is far less than that of more conventional signals
in which all the transmitted power is sent in a band of
frequencies commensurate with the baseband information
bandwidth. Again, because of the coded signals employed, an
eavesdropper cannot casually listen to messages being sent.
Though the systems may not be ''secure,'' some conscious
effort must be made to decode the messages. Resolution in
ranging is afforded in accordance with the code rates used,
and the sequence length determines maximum unambiguous
range. Ranging has been the most prominent and certainly
the best known use of spread spectrum systems. [Ref . 2]
Several basic spread spectrum techniques are available
to the communication system-designer. The tradeoffs between
techniques used will determine what advantages or
disadvantages will be enhanced or suppressed. Some of these
techniques will be discussed in order to provide the reader
with a more comprehensive view of spread spectrum
capabilities
.
D. SPREAD SPECTRUM SYSTEMS TECHNIQUES
1 . Direct Sequence Systems
Direct sequence (or, to be more exact, directly
carrier-modulated, code sequence modulation) systems are
the best known and most widely used spread spectrum systems
This is because of their relative simplicity from the
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standpoint that they do not require a high-speed, fast-
settling frequency synthesizer. Today, direct sequence
modulation is being used for communication systems and test
systems
.
Direct sequence modulation is just exactly that:
modulation of a carrier by a digital code sequence having a
bit rate much higher than the information signal bandwidth
[Ref. 10]. In the general case, the format may be AM
(pulse), FM, or any other amplitude or angle modulation
form. The basic form of a direct sequence signal is that
produced by a simple, biphase-modulated (PSK) carrier.
Typically , the direct sequence biphase modulator has
the form shown in Figure 3.2. A balanced mixer whose inputs
are a code sequence and a RF carrier operates as the
biphase modulator. In the time domain the biphase-modulated
carrier looks like the signal shown in Figure 3.3. The
simplified block diagram in Figure 3.3 illustrates a
typical direct sequence communications link. It shows that
the direct sequence system is similar to a conventional AM
or FM communications link with code modulation overlaid on
the carrier. In actual practice the carrier is not usually
modulated by baseband information. The baseband information
is digitized and added to the code sequence, than the
carrier is modulated. After being amplified, a received
signal is multiplied by a reference with the same code and,
assuming that the transmitter's code and receiver's code
are synchronous, the carrier invertions transmitted are
removed and the original carrier restored. This narrowband
restored carrier can then flow through a bandpass filter
designed to pass only the baseband modulated carrier.
Undesired signals are also treated in the same
process of multiplication by the receiver's reference that
maps the received direct sequence signal into the original
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[Ref. 2: p. 17]
Figure 3.2 Direct Sequence Modulator (Biphase).
the receiver's coded reference is spread to a bandwidth
equal to it's own bandwidth plus the bandwidth of the
reference, that is, the receiver's multiplier output signal
variance is the covariance of it's output signals. Because
an asynchronized input signal is mapped into a bandwidth
at least as wide as the receiver's reference, the bandpass
filter can reject almost all the power of an undesired
signal. This is the mechanism by which process gain is
realized in a direct sequence system, that is, the receiver
transforms synchronous input signals from the code-
modulated bandwidth to the baseband-modulated bandwidth. At
the same time nonsynchronous input signals are spread at
least over the code-modulated bandwidth.
In any case, the direct sequence system has a main
lobe bandwidth that is a function of the waveshape and the
code rate used. The spectral power envelope of a direct
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— [Ref. 2: p. 18]
Figure 3.3 Overall Direct Sequence System.
bandwidth is 2Rc . This is an expected result since any good
set of Fourier transform pairs will show that the frequency
function corresponding to a square pulse is (sin x)/x
(which is a voltage distribution function) and code
modulation produces a series of pulses. Because the power
envelope is a function of the voltage squared, the
[(sin x)/x] 2 power spectrum results. [Ref. 2]
2 . Frequency Hopping Systems
Frequency hopping modulation is more accurately
termed ' 'multiple-frequency, code-selected, frequency shift
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keying. ' ' It is nothing more than FSK (Frequency Shift
Keying) except that the set of frequency choices is greatly
expanded. Simple FSK most often uses only two frequencies,
for example fi is sent to signify a ' 'mark, ' ' f2 to signify
a ' 'space. ' ' Frequency ' 'hoppers, ' 'on the other hand, often
have thousands of frequencies available. One real system
has 220 discrete frequency choices, randomly chosen, each
selected on the basis of a code in combination with the
information transmitted. The number of frequency choices
and the rate of hopping from frequency to frequency in any
frequency hopper is governed by the requirements placed on
it for a particular use.
Figure 3.4 is a simplified block diagram of a
frequency hopping transmission system. The frequency
spectrum of this frequency hopper is shown in Figure 3.5.
A frequency hopping system or ''frequency hopper''
consists basically of a code generator and a frequency
synthesizer capable of responding to the coded output of
the code generator. A great deal of effort has been expen-
ded in developing rapid-response frequency synthesizers for
spread spectrum systems. Ideally, the instantaneous
frequency hopper output is a single frequency. Practically,
however, the system user must be satisfied with an output
spectrum which is a composite of the desired frequencies,
sidebands generated by hopping, and spurious frequencies
generated as by-products. Over a period of time, the ideal
frequency hopping spectrum would be perfectly rectangular,
with transmissions distributed evenly in every available
frequency channel. The transmitter should also be designed
to transmit, to a degree as close as practical, the same
amount of power in every channel. The received frequency
hopping signal is mixed with a locally generated replica,
which is offset a fixed amount which produces a
constant difference frequency f I f when transmitter and




































[Ref. 9: p. 349]
Figure 3.4 Basic Frequency Hopping System.
As in a direct sequence system, any signal that is
not a replica of the local reference is spread by
multiplication with the local reference. Bandwidth of an
undesired signal after multiplication with the local
reference is again equal to the covariance of the two
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Figure 3.5 Frequency Hopping Signal Spectrum.
signals. A signal with the same bandwidth as the local
reference (but nonsynchronous ) would have twice the
reference bandwidth at the IF. The IF following the
correlator, then, can reject all of the undesired signal
power that lies outside its bandwidth. Because this IF
bandwidth is only a fraction of the bandwidth of the local
reference, we can see
.
that almost all the undesired
signal's power is rejected, whereas a desired signal is
enhanced by being correlated with the local reference.
3 . Other Systems
a. Time Hopping
Time hopping, in other words, is the familiar
pulse modulation, that is, the code sequence is used to key
the transmitter on and off. Transmitter on and off times
are therefore pseudorandom, like the code, which can give
an average transmit duty cycle of as much as 50%. The main
point of difference separating time frequency and plain
frequency hopping is that in frequency hopping systems the
transmitted frequency is changed at each code chip time,
whereas a time - hopping frequency system may change
frequency only at one/zero transitions in the code
sequence. Time hopping may be used to aid in reducing
interference between systems in time-division multiplexing.
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Simple time-hopping modulation offers little in
the way of interference rejection because a continuous
carrier at the signal center frequency can block
communications effectively. The primary advantage offered
is the reduced duty cycle. The power required of the
reduced-duty-cycle time hopper would be less than that of
the interfering transmitter by a factor equal to the signal
duty cycle. Because of this relative vulnerability to
interference simple time-hopping transmissions should not
be used for antijamming unless combind with frequency
hopping to prevent single frequency interferers from
causing significant losses. For ranging, multiple access,
or other special uses time hopping may be especially
useful, if only because of the simplicity of generating
the transmitted signal. [Ref. 2]
b. Pulsed FM (Chirp) Systems
One type of spread spectrum modulation that
does not necessarily employ coding but does use a wider
bandwidth than the minimum required so that it can realize
processing gain is ' 'chirp' ' modulation. This form has found
its main application in radar but is also applicable to
communications. Chirp transmissions are characterized by
pulsed RF signals whose frequency varies in some known way
during each pulse period. The advantage of these
transmissions for radar is that significant power reduction
is possible.
c. Hybrid Forms
In addition to the more usual forms of spread
spectrum modulation, there are hybrid combinations of
modulation. One reason for using hybrid techniques is that
some of the advantages of systems are combined in a single
system, or at least extend the usefulness of the direct
sequence and frequency hopping techniques. Hybrid techniq-
ues are widely used in military spread spectrum systems and
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are currently the only practical way of achieving affective
spectrum spreading. The most often used combination (or
hybrid) spread spectrum signals are made up of:
Simultaneous frequency hopping and direct sequence
modulations
.
Simultaneous time and frequency hopping, and




Frequency Hopped/Direct Sequence Modulation .
As suggested by its title, frequency hopped/direct sequence
(FH/DS) modulation consists of a direct sequence modulated
signal whose center frequency hops periodically. Figure 3.6
illustrates the frequency spectrum from such a modulator.
The spread spectrum signal shown is made up of a number of
spread spectrum signals. A direct sequence signal covering
a part of the band appears instantaneously, and the entire
signal appears in other parts of the band as dictated by a
frequency hopping pattern.
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Figure 3.6 Frequency Spectrum of Hybrid FH/DS System
Hybrid FH/DS transmitters are straight-
forward super positions of direct sequence modulation on a
frequency hopping carrier, as shown in figure 3.7. This
modulator differs from a simple direct sequence modulator
mainly in that the carrier frequency is varying (hopped)
rather than being at a constant frequency, as for simple DS





















Figure 3.7 Hybrid FH/DS Modulator
can supply code data both to the frequency synthesizer to
program its hopping pattern and to the balanced modulator
for direct modulation.
The correlator used to strip off the spread
spectrum modulation in a receiver, before baseband
demodulation, is, for FH/DS hybrids, again a super position
of a direct sequence correlator on a frequency hopping
correlator, that is, the local reference signal becomes a
hybrid FH/DS signal, which is then multiplied with all
received input signals. Figure 3.8 shows a typical FH/DS
receiver configuration in which the local reference
generator is essentially a replica of the transmitting
modulator, with two exceptions:
The local reference center frequency is offset an
amount equal to the IF, and
The DS code is unmodified by baseband input.
(2) Time-Frequency Hopping . Time frequency
hopping modulation has found its greatest application in
those systems in which a large number of users with widely




















Figure 3.8 Hybrid FH/DS Receiver
simultaneously in a single link. Such systems tend to
employ simple coding, primarily as an addressing medium,
rather than to spread the spectrum specifically. The
general tendency is to design to the equivalent of a
wireless telephone switching system in which random access
and discrete address are the prime operational goals. For
such uses time-frequency hopping is well adapted, it offers
one of the few (and perhaps only) viable solutions to the
near far problem. A good solution is to time all transmis-
sions so that the desired and undesired transmitters are
never transmitting at the same time. Even better, with time
frequency hopping, two transmitters can be programmed to
transmit on different frequencies as well as at different
times. Many links can then be operated at once if their
time slots and frequency hopping channels are properly
synchronized.
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(3) Time-Hopping Direct Sequence . When direct
sequence transmission is used and code division
multiplexing does not permit sufficient access to the link,
time-hopping has proved to be a useful way of adding time-
division multiplexing (TDM) to aid in traffic control. The
high degree of time synchronization between direct sequence
transmit - receive terminals because of their code
correlation requirements leads ideally to time-hopping,
that is, because a direct sequence receiver must align its
local reference code within a fraction of a pn code chip
time, it already has timing good enough to support TDM
operation. All that is required to add time-hopping TDM to
a direct sequence system is on-off switching and control.
For time-hopping the on and off decision can easily derived
from the same code sequence generator used to derive the
spectrum spreading code.
E. APPLICATIONS AND ADVANTAGES
Although the current applications for spread spectrum
continue to be primarily for military communications, there
is a growing interest in the use of this technique for mo-
bile radio networks (radio telephony, packet radio, amateur
radio), timing and positioning systems, some specialized
applications in satellites, etc. While the use of spread
spectrum naturally means that each transmission utilizes a
large amount of spectrum, this may be compensated for by
the interference reduction capability inherent in the use
of spread spectrum techniques, so that a considerable numb-
er of users might share the same spectral band. There are
no easy answers to the question of whether spread spectrum
is better or worse than conventional methods for such
multiuser channels. However, the one issue that is clear is
that spread spectrum affords an opportunity to give a
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desired signal a power advantage over many types of
interference, including most intentional interference
(i.e., jamming). Three of the most important benefits are:
1. Interference Suppression
2. Energy Density Reduction
3. Ranging or Time Delay Measurment
.
|jj The most important among these is the suppression of
fa interference which may be characterized as any combination%
!i< of the following: [Ref . 11]
'<- (1) Other users: intentional or unintentional.
!;J
(2) Multiple access: spectrum sharing by coordinated
\z users, and
i,J| (3) Multipath: self- jamming by delayed signal.
)i Protection against in-band interference is usually
i
called anti- jamming. Probably the single most important
3 application in spread spectrum techniques is the
S resistance to intentional interference or jamming. Both
D direct-sequence (DS) and frequency-hopping (FH) systems
[j
exhibit this tolerance to jamming, although one might
perform better than the other given a specific type of
jammer
.
A similar application is that the multiple access by
numerous users who share the same spectrum. As is well
known, the two most common multiple access techniques are
Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA) and Time Division
Multiple Access (TDMA). In FDMA, all users transmit
simultaneously, but use disjoint frequency bands. In TDMA
all users occupy the same RF bandwidth, but transmit
sequentially in time. When users are allowed to transmit
simultaneously in time and occupy the same RF bandwidth as
well some other means of separating the signals at the
receiver must be available, and Spread Spectrum Multiple
Access (SSMA) [also termed Code Division Multiple Access
(CDMA)] provides this necessary capability.
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The advantages of SSMA are: [Ref. 12]
It does not need any timing coordination.
It has simultaneous random access.
More importantly, repeater bandwidth of a satellite is
utilized efficiently and no guard bands are inserted.
It provides simultaneous ranging with telephone commu-
nication .
Although TDMA satellite communication provides the
highest traffic capacity per satellite and offers efficient
transmission of a wide variety of services, it suffers from
network timing and ranging requirements and message
security. On the other hand, SSMA satellite communication
is suited for reliable random access and tactical
transmission systems. So, the hybrid system, a combination
of TDMA and SSMA can be used for asynchronous and reliable
transmission of digital and analog signals. The hybrid
system, also, may use frequency hopping spread spectrum to
insure anti-jamming capability of the TDMA system.
The third form of interference suppressed by spread
spectrum techniques is the self interference caused by
multipath in which delayed versions of the signal, arriving
via alternate paths, interfere with the direct path
transmission. That is true, because as long as the signal
is hopping fast enough relative to the differential time
delay between the desired signal and the multipath signal
(or signals), all (or most) of the multipath energy will
fall in slots that are orthogonal to the slot that the
desired signal currently occupies.
Finally, the three problems of interference are often
all present in a given system, and so the use of an
appropriate spectrum-spreading technique can alleviate all
three problems at once. If only multiple access capability
is needed, there are systems other than SSMA that can
be used. However, when multipath is also a problem, the
choice of SSMA as the multiple accessing technique is
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especially appropriate since the same signal design allows
both many simultaneous users and improved performance of
each user individually relative to the multipath channel.
In the case of signals transmitted over channels degraded
by both multipath and intentional interference, spread
spectrum is a virtual necessity.
I, The second class of applications centers about the
J!
j! reduction of the energy density of the transmitted signal.
t|
i, It has a three-fold purpose:
;.
(1) To meet international allocations regulations.
jji (2) To minimize detectability , and
iji (3) For privacy.
ii| The important point in this discussion is that the same
)\ level of average radiated power is required whether this
','. power is spread over a very wide bandwidth or is concentra-
ij
: ted in a very narrow bandwidth. Thus, the power density
radiated is less than a conventional narrowband system.
Even more promising is the potential for achieving privacy
in communication by spreading one's signal sufficiently to
hide in the background noise.
The application of spread spectrum for ranging or
position location is rapidly gaining importance. Any RF
signal is subject to a fixed rate of propagation (approxi-
mately 6 usec/mi). The signal reaching a receiver at any
given instant left the transmitter that sent it some time
before. Because signaling waveforms or modulations are also
functions of time, the difference in a signaling waveform,
a seen at a receiver, from that present at the transmiter
can be related directly to distance between them and used
to measure that distance. Any signal used is subject to the
same distance/time relations. The spread spectrum signal
has an advantage, however, in that its phase is
easily resolvable. The advantage of spread spectrum
ranging is that the timing measurment is made using the
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spreading code as the standard of measure. Highly accurate
ranging measurments can be obtained when high code bit
rates are used. The highest-resolution spread spectrum
systems known can measure range to approximately l/1000th
of a chip period.
Some areas in which spread spectrum methods (or at
least system components) have already been put to good use
are given in Table II.
TABLE II
SPREAD SPECTRUM SYSTEMS APPLICATIONS
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Signal Interference rejection, Direct Commercial




Position Collision avoidance, di- Direct Many-
location rection finding, ranging, sequence
In space systems, especially communications satellites,
which may be stationary and therefore continuously
accessible to interference, spread spectrum methods have
proved effective. One space-oriented system that makes use
of spread spectrum modulation to advantage is the Tracking
and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS). This system is one
of the few that make use of spread spectrum modulation for
some reason other than antijamming. The reason for its use
in TDRSS is to reduce the power density of the signals as
seen at the earth's surface. Signal level from space are
limited to a density of 145 dBm in a 4 KHz bandwidth, in a
square meter aperture, and TDRSS accomplishes this by
transmitting a 3.08 Mcps direct sequence modulated signal.
The TDRSS system will provide relay of signals from
orbiting spacecraft, where 100% coverage is provided by
only two TDRSS spacecraft for all users whose orbits are at
least 1200 Km above the earth's surface.
Another satellite-type spread spectrum system is the
Global Positioning System (GPS), which is a ranging system
used by mobile users to determine accurately their position
on the earth's surface. The military name for GPS is
NAVSTAR. This system will make use of a constellation of 18
satellites, each in a 12 hour circular orbit 12,211 miles
above the earth, with up to six satellites in view at any
time over a large portion of the earth's surface. The idea
behind GPS is to transmit spread spectrum signals that
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allow a range measurement, from a known satellite location
(the transmitter on board the satellite tells the receiver
the satellite location). Then, with a knowledge of the
transmitter location and the distance to the satellite, the
receiver can locate itself on a sphere whose radius is the
distance measured. After receiving signals and making range
measurements on other satellites , the receiver can calculate
its position based on the intersection of several spheres.
Avionics systems can employ spread spectrum methods in
any of the ways available to satellites and other systems.
Ranging, direction finding, discrete addressing, and
communicating are all within the realm of practicality. The
oldest of the avionics systems is the ARC-50. This is a
direct-sequence modem for voice communications, but is also
capable of ranging, and reads out range to 1/10 mile at
ranges of up to 300 miles.
A frequency hopping UHF AM radio adapted from the ARC-
164 radio. Have Quick will be the first widely used spread
spectrum radio. The Have Quick configuration will be a
standard for at least the next 10 years. [Ref . 2]
The Joint Tactical Information Distribution System
(JTIDS) is a tactical military spread - spectrum radio
network which is currently being developed in the United
States. This system will provide jam-resistant communica-
tions and location for troops in combat situations and is
being developed with support from all the military services
and NATO. Jamming resistance is achieved using a hybrid
direct - sequence / frequency - hop / time-hop transmission
strategy.
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IV. SPREAD SPECTRUM SYSTEMS PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
A. INTRODUCTION
|i| A fundamental question for spread spectrum performance
ifi
analysis is what performance criterion should be used.
ji| There are a large number of criteria that might be used to
;j: measure the goodness of a communication system to see if it
!jj
is ' 'ideal' ' or ' 'perfect' ' . Some of these are cost,
| channel bandwidth used, required transmitter power, signal
-
j to-noise ratios at various points of the system, probabi-
'; 1 ity of bit error for digital systems, and time delay
: through the system.
i? Although the detection signal-to-noise ratio for analog
lv
)\ communication and the bit error probability for digital
communication are natural performance measures, they do not
|ii by themselves completely define the criterion since the
properties of the interference signal are not necessarily
explicit. Generally, spread spectrum modulation is used in
an unknown interference environment that either lacks a
statistical or deterministic characterizations or makes
such an assumption artificial and most disconcerting from a
system design point of view. Any particular assumption will
always leave the uneasy feeling that the most critical case
may not have been considered. Therefore, the object of
spread spectrum performance analysis is to ensure a minimum
system performance under all conditions.
Optimisation of the performance of a communication
system operating over a general channel in the presence of
unknown interference requires determining the worst case
interference of each communication system. Thus, to
maximize communication system performance in terms of
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probability of error or average interference power requires
that: [Ref. 13]
1. The performance of each modulation/coding technique
available to the communicator be determined for each
possible interference.
2. The worst case interference, which minimizes the
communication system performance, be established for
each modulation coding technique, and
3. The communicator select the modulation / coding
technique which provides the maximum performance
against the worst case interference.
In this way, the best possible communication system
performance is achieved for unknown interference.
B. PERFORMANCE CRITERIA (STANDARDS) FOR SPREAD SPECTRUM
COMMUNICATIONS
In spread spectrum systems either the RF bandwidth and/
or the total time epoch of the signal is ' 'spread' ' beyond
that required for basic signaling to provide special
functions or to cope with unintended parties. Special
functions, which may be of interest to civilian as well as
military users, are ranging, multiple-access, selective
addressing, antimultipath, and minimum power - density
signaling. Military communications, the chief developer
of spread spectrum techniques, build antijam (AJ) systems
if the unintended party is a jammer and anti-intercept (AI)
systems if avoidance of signal intercept is important.
Spread spectrum applications are sensible divided into
the cases where:
1. The links are relatively ' ' isolated'
'
, and
2. The links are relatively ' 'dense' ' and interacting.
The isolation may stem either from physical separation
of platform (remote ship or airplane) or from antenna-
beaming (satellite uplinks). Traditional dense applications
occur in omnidirectional communication links among tactical
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mobile vehicles or aircraft. In* dense applications, where
many radios are within range of each other, frequency mana-
gement and self interference (near-far) must be handled, as
well as unintended parties. In isolated applications,
usually a single radio link must cope only with the
unfriendly jamming or with the possible signal exploitation
interception.
When adopting spread spectrum techniques in isolated
cases, the major contest is between platforms, and the
1
"processing gain'' of the system versus that of the
unintended party. In dense cases, however, spread spectrum
techniques offer yet another dimension - the denial of
obvious frequency channelization to the unintended party.
Traditionally this channelization provides the underlying
basis for intercept- jam strategies. Potential jammers are
able to monitor the spectrum activity in dense environments
and relate specific spectrum activity to particullar types
of vehicles or organizations for selective jamming.
Adoption of spread spectrum in a frequency region should
significantly after the ability of unintended parties to
make sense out of the spectrum activity.
The pseudonoise (PN) sequences that are used for the




Denying any information about the future sequence
K-tuples to the unintended party, and
2. Permitting practical implementation, including
convenient code changes.
Sometimes it is desirable for the sequence autocorrelation
behavior to have a high peak-to-side-lobe ratio, for
acquisition and synchronization purposes. Finally, K-tuple
statistics are desirable, depending on the type of system.
Denying future information is probably the foremost
criteria, if future sequence values are not totally
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uncertain, the unintended party should be able to reduce
the intended system processing gain, at least in AJ
systems. This means that the PN code period must ecxeed the
time between code . changes , and the code must not be
'crackable'
' in the encryption sense. If frequency hopping
with FSK modulation is the AJ technique, then the first
system concern is to assure sufficiently rapid hopping so
as to deny any possibility of follower- jamming for the
geometry-determined path delays. If a system uses Direct
sequence PN for AJ , then it should anticipate a (single)
tone jammer, placed near or at the PN carrier frequency.
C. PERFORMANCE OF SPREAD SPECTRUM IN A JAMMING ENVIRONMENT
1 . Spread Spectrum Communication System Model
The purpose of most spread spectrum systems is to
transfer information from one place to another. One figure
of merit for these systems is the probability of correctly
communicating a message in a particular noise and/or
jamming enviroment.
Spread spectrum modulation may be implemented in
many ways but always with the transmission bandwidth
significantly exceeding that of the information signal. This
band spreading is most commonly achived by multiplying
(mixing) the information signal m(t) with a spreading
waveform s(t) and amplified version of the signal
Re[m( t ) s ( t )exp( iwo t )
]
centered about the carrier frequency fo = wo/2n. In Figure
4.1 the spread spectrum communications system model is
shown as a block diagram including the mathematical
descriptions of the signal at various points. To present
the basic spread spectrum concepts most clearly, the
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Figure 4.1 Spread Spectrum Communication Model.
performance investigation will be limited to binary
antipodal signaling, that is, m(t) = +1 for t £ (0,T) and
m(t) = otherwise, with T being the transmitted symbol
duration. The spreading waveform, s(t) may be either a
continuous or discrete (hopping) form of phase, frequency,
or time modulation. From an analysis point of view, it is
convenient to normalize the spreading waveform to have unit
symbol energy, that is, f|s(t)|2dt = 1 with integration over
the symbol period, (0,T). In the common case the spreading
waveform has constant power, this normalization implies
|s(t)j= >[77t.
Assuming that the transmitted signal is sent over a
linear, nondispersive medium, the received desired signal
will be
\)2Eb Re [m ( t ) s ( t ) exp ( iwo t ) ]
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where Eb equals the receive bit energy over the symbol
period (0,t). In addition to the received desired signal,
two interference signals will be considered, namely,
W(t) = ^2NoRe[w(t)exp(iwot)]
U(t) = ^ 2EuRe[u(t)exp(iwot)]
where w(t) represents a complex, white noise (Gaussian)
process of unit (double-sided) spectral density. With this
definition W(t) becomes a white noise process of spectral
density No (single-sided). The signal . u(t) represents a
square integrable signal of the unit energy over the symbol
period (0,T). In this way U(t) will have the energy Eu over
the symbol period. As the first signal processing step,
the composite received signal
R(t) - ^2EbRe[m(t)s(t)exp(iwot)]+W(t)+U(t) (Eqn. 4.1)
is multiplied (mixed) with the coherent reference
^2exp(-iwot) =^2cos(wot) - i^2sin(wot) at the receiver
followed by low pass fiftering to remove the double carrier
frequency compononts, thus obtaining the complex received
signal
r(t) - [R(t)N|2exp(-iwot)]LP - NJTbm( t ) s ( t ) +x/No w( t ) +^Euu( t
The complex nature of the receive signal r(t) results from
defining the signal of equation 4.1 in complex terms. The
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• transmitted signal, as well as the received signal R(t),
are real signals, although their mathematical formulation
incorporates complex functions just for our convenience.
The real part of R(t) will be referred to as the in phase
and the imaginary part as the quadrature component
.
[Ref. 15]
2 . Signal-to-Noise Performance
i;|! The performance analysis will be possible by
'i
considering the spreading waveform random. Since the
spreading waveform can be designed with known statistical
properties, the performance analysis will be well defined.
However this view point leads to a conceptual problem: how
is it possible to generate two identical random waveforms,
Ji one at the transmitter, s(t) ,and. one at the receiver, g(t),
for the correlation processing. Now if they were truly
random, it would be impossible, but one way is to use
j!> deterministic pseudorandom number or sequence generators to
ir
'
\\ produce essentially random waveforms to justify this
I-'
approach.
In statistical terms the spreading waveform will be
defined to have zero mean and continuous covariance
Ks(t,t') = E[s(t)s*(t' )] . With g(t) = s(t) and for the
period (0,T) we obtain U = m)JEb real-valued and therefore
considered the corresponding signal - to - noise ratio
u2 /Var[Re n] . The variance of [Re n] is most conveniently
obtained from the identity Var [Re n] = l/2[E|n)2 + ReEn 2 ]
valid for a zero mean, complex, random variable. Yet, we
can make an important observation. Whatever the
5
'covariance' ' function Ks (t,t' ) may be, the contribution
of Re En 2 to Var (Re n) may either be positive or negative
depending on the interference signal* u(t). Therefore, it is
advantageous to design a system with a spreading waveform
for which Ks(t,t') identically vanishes. Since we must have
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Ks(t,t') = E s(t) 2 =0 for some t £ ( , T ) , it is necessary to
consider s(t) complex. We will term such a waveform proper
if Ks(t,t') = for all t,t'£ (0,T). Such spreading
waveforms do exist in abundance, since s(t) = x(t) + iy(t)
will be proper if x(t) and y(t) are uncorrelated, zero
mean, real signal process with the same statistical
description. So for a proper complex spreading waveform
Var [Re n] = l/2[E|n|2] - 1/2 [No + EuMs(0,T) where Ms ( , T
)
is the maximum characteristic value over (0,T) of the
spreading waveform covariance kernel Ks(t,t'). Kullstam
in Ref . 15 says that the results can be combined to
stabilize the ensured detection signal-to-noise ratio:
SNR = l/2[min(u2/Var(Re n) )]=Eb/[No+EuaMs (0 , T) ] [Eqn.4.2]
where a = 1 for a proper complex and a = 2 for a real
spreading waveform.
In obtaining SNR of equation 4.2 we considered the
maximum of aMs ( , T ) . The minimum of [aMs(0,T)] - i is refer-
red to as the spread spectrum processing gain. For discrete
phase shift modulation (phase hopping), at a rate D - 1 ~ it
equals T/D for a proper M~ary PSK with M^3 , and T/2D for a
real binary PSK spreading waveform. This 3 dB advantage
makes sense from a physical point of view since a proper
spreading waveform will distribute the interference energy
Eu equally in the two quadrature channels, real and
imaginary, while all the desired signal energy Eb is
collected into one' of them.
3 . Bit Error Rate Performance
The signal-to-noise ratio result of equation 4.2
that we obtained for binary antipodal signaling suggests
that bit error probability performance Pp = 1/2 erf^SNR.
However, there is no assurance that the detection output is
a Gaussian random variable when considering arbitrary
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interference. Gaussian interference is not excluded so one
can claim, considering the max-min performance objective,
the lower bound
PP > l/2erf Eb/(No + aEuD/T) [Eqn. 4.3]
The main purpose of our analysis is to determine an upper
bound of max-min Pb . For this task it is necessary to
consider the detailed structure of the pseudo - random
spreading waveform. The Chebyshev inequality in statistics
would provide us with such a bound, but it is poor, and so
in Ref . 15, the Chernoff bound is derived and applied to
four-phase shift keyed (QPSK) spreading waveform modulation
ivj with independent equally probable phase hops to obtain a
proper waveform. The bit error probability bound
ivj Pb <C exp[-Eb/(No + EuD/T)] [Eqn. 4.4]
i.. | ^
k
is obtained where it should be noted that no restriction
has been placed on the interference signal \Euu(t) except
that it is limited to the energy Eu (or less)- over symbol
period (0,T). It is not difficult to perceive that, in
general, for PSK spreading waveforms, the bound max-min
Pb^exp(-SNR) applies with SNR given by equation 4.2. This
upper bound is quite close to the lower bound of equation
4.3 for a - 1. Actually, see Figure 4.2, the difference is
less than 2 dB for bit error rates less than 1x10" 3 .
With the upper bound, equation 4.4, applicable for the most
general interference situation, it still seems that one
should be able to improve on the Chernoff bound in view of
the central limit theorem if some additional constraints of
the interference are imposed. A lower upper bound can be
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[Ref. 15: p. 851]
Figure 4.2 Bit Error Probability Bounds in Arbitrary Inte-
rference Using QPSK Spreading Waveform
Modulation.
portion of the symbol period can be justified. Defined in
Ref. 15, the bit error probability bound
Pb< l/2^(n-l)/(n-3)erf\|Eb/[No+Eu(D/T)n/(n-3)] [Eqn. 4.5]
follows provided n^N = 2T/D and n>3. This upper bound
becomes inseparable from equation 4.4 for large n-values
making an analysis based on Gaussian statistics virtually
correct. However, this result was achieved by the addition-
al constraint of uniform interference over the n/N-portion
of the transmitted symbol and thus lacks the general
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Figure 4.3 Bit Error Probability Bounds in Uniform interf-
erence Using QPSK Spreading Weveform
Modulation
of equation 4.5 to the Gaussian performance graph is shown
for n=32 assuming no white noise interference.
In the derivation above the number of dimensions
N= 2T/D corresponds to the number of independent components
of the spreading waveform over the symbol period ( , T) . In
other words, N represents the degree of freedom being
exercised within the symbol and generally the performance
of a spread spectrum communication system improves with N
as well as the required transmission bandwidth. If,
however, only one or a few degrees of freedom are used per
symbol out of many, as in the case of frequency hopping
spreading waveform modulation, the upper performance bound
becomes drastically different from equations 4.4 and 4.5.
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D. PERFORMANCE OF SPREAD SPECTRUM WITH FORWARD ERROR
CORRECTION
Spectrum spreading by itself produces large
communication system performance improvements by
effectively spreading the jammer power over the full spread
communication bandwidth. The effect of worst-case jamming
can be further mitigated using one or more of the powerful
forward error correction (FEC) techniques which have been
developed following Shannon's pioneering work. Error
correction coding is an extremely complex topic. In this
thesis a small number of the most basic concepts of FEC are
discussed in order to give a preliminary idea of the power
of these techniques.
The most effective jamming strategies are those which
concentrate jamming resources on some fraction of the
transmitted symbols using either pulsed or partial band
techniques. A result of these jamming strategies is that
demodulator output errors occur in bursts. Because the FEC
techniques perform best when channel errors are independent
from one signaling interval to the next, interleaving is
assumed for all FEC schemes. The purpose of the interleaver
is to rearrange the order in which coder output symbols are
transmitted so that bursts of transmission errors will not
appear as a burst at the decoder input. The system model
for the coded spread spectrum system is the model
illustrated in Figure 4.4. [Ref . 9].
1 . Elementary Block Coding Concepts
Block codes can be either linear or nonlinear.
Consider only encoders whose input and output is binary. A
block encoder groups K input binary symbols into a word and
outputs an n-bit binary codeword. The code rate is R = K/n
.
There are 2 K possible input words and each has a unique
output codeword associated with it. Since there are 2n
possible output codewords and K<n, not all possible output
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Figure 4.4 Spread Spectrum Communication Model.
codewords are used. The error correction capability of any
error correction code is due to the fact that not all
possible encoder output-tuples are used. Because of this,
it is possible to generate codes with codewords selected so
that a number of transmission errors must occur before one
codeword will be confused with another. Codewords are
represented by binary n-tuples xm = (xmi , xm2 , . . . , xmn
)
where m = 0, 1, 2, . . ., 2K ~1 is the message associated
with the codeword. Any two codewords xm and xm' which
differ from one another in dH places and agree in n-dH
places are said to be separated by Hamming distance dH
.
A total of dH transmission errors must occur befor xm is
changed into xm* . The minimum Hamming distance between any
two of the 2K codewords in a code is the minimum distance
dmi n of the code. An (n,K) binary block code uses a
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fraction 2 K /2n = 2^-n f an possible output codewords.
A low-rate code uses a smaller fraction of the possible
output words than a high rate code and codewords can
therefore be separated further from one another. Thus low
rate codes typically have more error correction capability
than high-rate codes.
A linear binary block code may be thought of as a
mapping of encoder input messages into encoder output
codewords. The codewords are carefully selected to be
seperated as far as possible in Hamming distance. The
decoder input is a distorted version of the encoder output.
The decoder operates by choosing as its estimate of the
transmmited codeword the codeword which is ''closest'' to
the receive n-tuple y. The distance measure used by the
decoder is, in general, the a posteriori probability. For
the Binary Symmetric Channel (BSC) an equivalent distance
measure is Hamming distance and for the Additive White
Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channel an equivalent distance
measure is Euclidean distance. The design of hardware
efficient coders and decoders is the subjet of coding
theory. The primary problem of error correction coding is
the development of good codes which are, at the same time,
reasonably easy to decode. [Ref . 9: p. 616]
2 . Elementary Convolutional Coding Concepts
A convolutional code is similar to a block code in
that in the time K binary input symbols are collected, the
encoder outputs n binary symbols. In contrast to the block
encoder, the mapping of input K-tuples to output n-tuples
is not independent from one mapping to the next, that is,
the convolutional codes possess memory. The amount of
memory varies for different codes and is specified by the
constraint length of the code. The constraint length of a
convolutional code is equal to the number of output n-tuple
which are influenced by the particular input k-tuple.
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3 . Random Coding Bounds
All the discussion about forward error correction
codes has been directed to the performance evaluation of
specific codes. In the initial stages of spread spectrum
system design, it is useful to know whether any error
correction code at all will have adequate power to satisfy
hi system specifications. It is also helpful to have a
'J?
preliminary idea of the complexity of the code required to
r-
!'ii< satisfy system specifications. Both of these issues can be
;.j
addresed using the concept or random coding error
probability bounds first derived by Shannon. In his classic
paper, Shannon proved that error correction coding schemes
exist which permit digital communications at arbitrarily
;',3 low bit error probability provided the transmission rate is
below channel capacity.
•i|] A key element in this work is the coding theorem,
i;;i!) which gives an upper bound on the achievable error
probability using forward error correction maximum-
likelihood decoding. For a discrete memoryless channel
defined by a transition probability matrix p(y/x) and block
coding, the probability of a bit error PBe averaged over
all possible block codes is bounded by
PBe < 2-n( R -R) [Eqn. 4. 6]
where n is the code block length, R is the code rate in
bits per channel use, and Ro is called the computational
cutoff rate. Thus, when R<Ro , the bit error probability
can be made arbitrarily small by choosing the block length
n to be sufficiently large.
A similar result is valid for time - varying
convolutional codes. In particular, for binary rate R = 1/n
time-varying convolutional codes, the bit error probability
averaged over all possible codes is bounded by
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PBe < 2-vR /R/[l-2-[( Ro/R)-l]]2 R<Ro [Eqn. 4.7]
where v is the constraint length of the code. Thus, for a
fixed code rate R and channel cutoff rate Ro , the bit error
probability can be made arbitrarily small by making the
code constraint length sufficiently large. Observe that
convolutional code constraint length plays the same role in
equation 4.7 that block length played in equation 4.6.
[Ref .9]
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V. ASSESSMENT OF FREQUENCY BANDS USED FOR SPREAD SPECTRUM
SYSTEMS
A. INTRODUCTION
Since military spread spectrum systems are designed
primarily for:
1. Low probability of intercept.
2. Antijam capability and
3. Cryptographic capabilities,
it is possible that military planning for spread spectrum
use may ignore the frequency allocation tables and consider
only the tradeoffs involved in frequency use during
tactical situations.
However, any new system being developed must meet
certain requirements, both during the developing cycle and
in peacetime training and readiness operations, including
compliance with frequency allocation rules. Because the
international and national radio regulations do not
currently address spread spectrum systems, existing
national and international notification, coordination and
registration procedures should be followed to obtain
recognition and protection at all levels. At the
international level, the International Telecommunication
Union (ITU) in Geneva, Switzerland, provides the forum for
the coordination of spectrum users. The U.S proposals to
date on most of the spectrum are contained in the 5th
Notice of Inquiry (NOI) released by the U.S Federal
Communications Commission (FCC). Some of the uses currently
being debated nationally and internationally include the
accomodation of new spread spectrum systems that can share
with the classical ''narrow-band' 1 systems. [Ref . 16]
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To facilitate the authorization process and insure that
spectrum compatibility exists at a particular location, an
Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) analysis is required.
This analysis should consider co-site, intersite and
adjacent channel and band operations within the common
electromagnetic environment. This necessity for compliance
must be adhered to if the goal of spread spectrum
acceptance among international and national users is to be
achieved. Without their acceptance, the use of spread
spectrum systems would be delayed until they are designed
and developed in such a manner as to be consistent with the
allocation tables and radio regulations.
The identification of frequency bands that can be used
by spread spectrum systems requires consideration of a
number of factors, including frequency allocation
regulations, present usage of the spectrum, possible
tactical usage and the possible variations in spread
spectrum systems design.
The main substance of the Final Acts of the World
Administative Radio Conference 1979 (WARC-79) in Geneva,
Switzerland, is the allocation of frequency bands to the
various services such as broadcasting, maritime mobile,
etc., in different regions of the world, together with
technical regulations for the use of frequencies and
intricate procedures for notification and coordination of
frequency assignments to establish the right to internatio-
nal protection from harmful interference. There are also
operational provisions for certain services, and finally, a
compendium of resolutions and recommendations to guide
planning, progressive changes in spectrum utilization, and
studies for future development. In addition to the alloca-
tion of the spectrum service, national frequency allocation
rules define the type of user allowed in each band as
goverment user or non-goverment user.
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National frequency allocation rules also define the
channelization of each band ( the frequency separation
required between users ) and the maximum allowable
bandwidth.
B. SPREAD SPECTRUM IMPACT ON SPECTRUM UTILIZATION
The choice of spread spectrum technique may appear
strange when the assumed goal of radio regulations is to
conserve the frequency spectrum and certainly not use more
bandwidth than necessary. Radio regulations tried to keep
signals within the radio frequency enviroment separated by
assigning each signal to an allocated frequency slot.
However, there are other methods of separating signals, or
in the general case, information sources. Consider the
difference between Frequency Division Multiple Access
(FDMA) and Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA). The FDMA
system is the simplest of all existing multi-access systems
as it uses only traditional frequency division multiplexing
hardware. The commercial satellites Intelsat I through
Intelsat IV and all traffic control units use FDMA systems
and many military satellites are still FDMA. The
disadvantage of the FDMA systems is that the system
capacity is limited by the intermodulation in the satellite
repeater. The total capacity undergoes a rapid drop between
one and four accesses. In view of this disadvantage, the
Intelsat V, and U.S. A military systems among others are
switching to TDMA systems. In TDMA systems, each information
source, after being digitized, is assigned a time slot. As
the number of uses increases , TDMA systems perform much
better than FDMA systems. In TDMA systems analog messages
have to be digitalized and the messages are transmitted
in bursts which require buffer storage, unique word
detection, and burst synchronization.
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As a result of spread spectrum techniques developed
over the years, a third signal multiplexing technique,
called Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) can be
identified. In this technique, both time and frequency are
utilized
.
Using CDMA many information channels can be established
in the same frequency channel and at the same time, without
interference between channels. CDMA may be the most
promising spread spectrum technique because it allows
implementation of a multiple access system in which many
users can share the same channel in an unsynchronized way,
with each user being assigned a different pseudorandom
code. Also, with CDMA, more importantly, repeater bandwidth
of a satellite is utilized efficiently and no guard bands
are inserted, and it provides simultaneous ranging with
telephone communication.
However, the use of spread spectrum systems almost
invariably introduces complications in frequency management
It is usually impossible to coordinate frequency band
utilization among transmitters to provide a clear broadband
channel for the communication function.
There are numerous operational advantages for spread
spectrum that, taken together, impact on spectrum utiliza-
tion. Some of these advantages are [Ref . 17: p. 36]:
1
.
The use of a large number of frequencies in the
waveform results in a form of frequency diversity
that significantly reduces the degradation in
performance that normally arises from rapid fading.
2. Any user can access the system anytime without
waiting for a free channel.
3. There is no hard limit on the number of active users
that can be handled simultaneously by the system.
When the number of users exceeds the design value,
the result is a degradation of performance for all
users rather than denial of access.
4. Since all users occupy the same band, all user hard-
ware is identical except for the filters associated
with the unique signal set.
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5. Under circumstances in which the full capacity of the
system is not required, spread spectrum systems may
coexist in the same frequency band as conventional
narrowband systems without excessive mutual
interference
.
At this time the results are inconclusive and
incomplete on how spread spectrum systems will impact on
spectrum utilization. However, the numerous operational
advantages, the more uniform and higher quality performance
and the ability to capitalize upon technological advances
leads to the conclusion that such systems are serious
contenders for the communication system of the future.
C. FREQUENCY BAND SELECTION
The use of radio telecommunications have grown
enormously in the past few decades to provide a broad range
of services required by modern civilization. One conseque-
nce of this growth is that portions of the radio spectrum
are very crowded with users, there is a requirement to meet
legitimate needs of still more users. This presents major
problems to members of the ITU and national spectrum
managers in developing procedures for sharing, allocating,
and assigning the spectrum so as to accomodate even more
use of the spectrum.
One possibility of alleviating some of the demands for
spectrum is, to move to ever higher frequencies where
there is less, or no, current usage. However, use of those
higher frequencies may not permit the kind of system
performance required, or equipment and techniques for
operating at higher frequencies may not exist or are too
costly for the service required. Also, frequency management
above 40 GHz after WARC-79 will require of the frequency
manager a much more extensive understanding of telecommuni-
cations, basic technology, and technology trends than has
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been required in the past when making frequency assignments
at the lower frequencies. This knowledge is required not
only to assess the priority of requirements but also to be
able to predict impending requirements. This understanding
and its application are essential if frequency management
is to follow the general philosophy laid down by WAKC-79
and embodied in the frequency allocations above 40 GHz:
allocations and frequency asignments should fulfill
requirements and, above all, stimulate rather than
discourage use. Using his knowledge of technology, the
frequency manager should guide use into the most profitable
bands. The probabilistic nature of interference becomes a
paramount importance in the above 40 GHz region, because of
the highly variable nature of the environment and its large
effect on propagation, and because of the potential for
narrow antenna beams. The frequency manager must develop
tools to take into account the highly probabilistic nature
of interference in making frequency assignments and
carrying out his duty as a frequency manager. Thus, other
solutions must be found.
The principal one employed today is that of reducing
the bandwidth used to provide a service, either as a result
of improved techniques for reducing necessary bandwidth or
a forced reduction of assigned bandwidth administrative
decision. Reducing assigned bandwidth also has obvious
limitations, for the bandwidth assigned cannot continually
be reduced without degrading system performance quality or
requiring more costly equipment.
Another solution which may permit an overlay of more
users in a given band of the spectrum is the spread
spectrum technique. The spectra have little resemblance to
those of conventional modulation schemes. However, spread
spectrum techniques, through the properties of coded
modulation, can provide systems which produce low
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interference to other systems, have high interference
rejection capability, provide multiple access capability,
and have other useful capabilities.
A spread spectrum system which is designed for low-
density use, can be introduced into bands used by many
types of conventional equipment if proper coordination
techniques are used. Antenna discrimination, physical
siting and power programming can be used to ensure that a
low-density spread spectrum system will be compatible with
conventional narrowband systems in the same frequency band.
Since frequency band. usage can be categorized by type of
user, frequency band selection for spread spectrum systems
can be aided by knowing the spread spectrum design constr-
aints and the electromagnetic compatibility within each
category of user equipment. The design constraints can be
determined by analyzing the electromagnetic compatibility
of several types of spread spectrum systems with typical
users, thus providing a relative measure of electromagnetic
compatibility between the various types of spread spectrum
equipment and conventional equipment.
The standard for comparison is the distance separation
required between the spread spectrum system and the
equipment in each functional category of conventional
equipments, thus giving an indication of the ability of the
equipments to operate in the same geographical area as the
spread spectrum methods
.
A generalized frequency band can be identified by the
military spread spectrum system designer, based on such
restrictions as component availability, power and
propagation. Frequency allocation tables can be used to
select candidate bands, based on the service of the spread
spectrum equipment and on the fact that the system should
be government operated. To determine the frequency bands
that will be compatible with spread spectrum systems, an
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electromagnetic compatibility analysis with present band
users must be considered in detail by analyzing the
possible interference effects of the systems (spread
spectrum and conventional). Obviously , this must be resolved
before the communication community will accept wide-scale
use of spread spectrum systems
.
D. RADIO SPECTRUM UTILIZATION
1
. Introduction
The Administrative Radio Conference of Cairo (1938)
in it's decisions, recommended that frequencies be used in
accordance with the ''Table of Frequency Distribution'' and
frequency assignments were published for information only
in a service document called the ''Frequency List''. The
administrative frequency assignments with the table are
compulsory, and by according frequency registations in the
''Master International Frequency Register'' a certain
juridical value in order to fix the reciprocal rights of
obligations, for various countries, deriving from the use
of a frequency by one country for a clearly defined
purpose. The keystone of these procedures is the findings
based on the results of an assessment of the probabilities
of interference made at the time a new station is put into
service or when the characteristics of an existing station
are changed. These findings are issued by the international
body, the Iternational Frequency Registration Board (IFRB)
of the ITU. One of the main duties of the Board, whose
functions are described in detail in Article 8 of the Radio
Regulations is assisting administrations in the field or
radio spectrum utilization. In 1951, radio conference
procedures were developed and in 1959 the functions and
activities of the IFRB are extended, as a result, the IFRB




The assistance the IFRB gives to administations is
mostly direct in nature where the Board studies, if
necessary with the help of other administrations, the
special requirements of an individual country for one or
more radio frequencies to meet its specific telecommunica-
tion requirement. The Administrative Radio Conference,
Geneva 1959, adopted a recommendation inviting the IFRB "to
provide administrations of countries in need of special
assistance with the necessary information and technical
data, including the detailed explanation of the radio
regulations, which will permit these countries to choose
and obtain proper frequency assignments for their
operations. ' ' The purpose of this recommendation is
illustrated by a number of provisions introduced into the
Radio Regulations. Under these provisions the Board shall
conduct a study of the following problems of frequency
utilization. [Ref . 18] :
1. Looking for alternative frequencies to avoid probable
harmful interference.
2. Searching additional frequencies within a specified
portion of the radio spectrum.
3. Cases where two or more frequencies in the same
megahertz order are not used due to harmful
interference
.
4. Alleged contravention or nonobservance of the Radio
Regulations or harmful interference.
5. Computation of the increases in noise temperature
in some systems, preparation of diagrams showing
coordination areas or any other assistance of a
technical nature to complete the procedures of
coordination , notification and recording in the Master
International Frequency Register of Frequency
Assignment to Radio Astronomy and Space Radiocommuni-
cation Stations.
2 . Spread Spectrum Utilization
Although spread spectrum communication systems have
been widely studied and used for specialized application,
they are not usually considered to be efficient from the
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stand-point of spectrum utilization. However, when informa-
tion theory is used to compare the number of simultaneous,
compatible users of a finite segment of the spectrum which
could be supported under two different operational schemes
(narrowband and wideband) the results suggest that wide
band or spread spectrum may enjoy a great advantage with
respect to a narrowband system in terms of spectrum
utilization theory.
One concern which ligitimately arises is whether
a multiple number of spread spectrum users transmitting on
the same nominal carrier frequency and occupying the same
RF bandwidth permits as many total users of that band as
conventional frequency division channeling. A universal
response to this question does not seem possible because
the relative number of users that can be obtained by either
approach depends upon the model assumed for user, signal
power distribution, message length distribution, and
characteristic of equipment used.
The approach of determining how many spread
spectrum users can simultaneously occupy a given band is
based upon the jamming margin of the system. This jamming
margin is that quantity that is usually intended in the
specification of spread spectrum systems, but it is less
readily predicted from bandwidth and information-rate
information. One can be sure, however, that jamming margin
in any given system is always less than the process gain
availiable from that system. Jamming margin (Mj ) takes into
account the requirement for a useful system output signal-
to-noise ratio or signal-to-interference ratio and allows
for internal losses. [Ref. 2- p. 10]. The equation for the
jamming margin is:
Mj = GP - Lsys - (S/I)out (Eqn. 5.1)
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where
Gp = the spread spectrum process gain
[Gp = (S/I)out/(S/I)in]
Lsys = the system implementation loss, and
(S/I)out - the operationally required ratio at the
information output.
For example if the spread spectrum bandwidth is 1000 times
that of the information bandwidth, so that Gp = 30 dB , and
if (S/I)out is required to be 10 dB and Lsys is taken as
2 dB, then the jamming margin
Mj = 30-2-10 = 18 dB
Under the assumption in this example, interference power
could not exceed the wanted signal power more than 18 dB
and still maintain desired performance. After some
arithmetic manipulation, it can be shown that the
interference at the receiver input is
Iin max = M + I + S ( dB
)
(Eqn. 5.2
where its quantity is in decibels referenced to a common
power level base. Unfortunately, Equation 5.2 provides no
information about the number of users possible, for the
interference shown there could come from 1000 signals of
a given level, 100 signals at ten times that level, or ten
signals at 100 times that power level. In general, we can
observe that the process is such that
101Og/in = Iin max ( dB
)
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where in is the interference contribution in watts from
each of the n users. For a given situation, there will be
some distribution for in, analytic or otherwise, and the
problem is to find n such that the interference
contributions from the n users sum up to the Ii n max value,
which gives the number of users allowed. For analytical
studies, the distribution of in could be assumed as a
Poisson, chi-squared, Gaussian, or any other statistical
distribution which approximates the situation being
analyzed and, after proper evaluation of the cumulative
distribution values, n could be found for the assumed
interference distribution. As an example, if we use a
mathematically convenient, but unlikely, distribution, that
the same amount of interference is produced at each
receiver by each user transmitter, so that in = c, then,
lOlog > in = lOlog nc - Ii n max
Because for the assumed interference distribution the value
of c must be the same as the value of the wanted signal:
lOlogn = M + L = GP - (S/I)out
Thus, if we were to consider a system using a 3 KHz
information bandwidth, a 1.5 Mbit/s spreading code rate (RF
bandwidth = 3 MHz), giving a Gp = 30 dB, and a required
(S/I)out = 10 dB, then
10 logn = 30 - 10 =20
and
n = 1000 users.
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Because there are 1000 3 KHz channels possible in the
3 MHz bandwidth, this would represent poor spectrum use
efficiency. [Ref. 10: p. 29]
In conventional allocation of a single channel to
a single user, a much larger percentage of the 1000
channels would normally be made available to users, the
exact number being dependent upon how much spectrum is used
to provide protection from equipment characteristics which
cause interference over a band of frequencies wider than
the required information bandwidth. The reason for the low
efficiency of spectrum use in this illustrative case is the
tacit assumption that users were on all the time, or at
least with a high duty cycle. And, for such cases, band-
width expansion systems are usually not spectrum use
efficient. However for operations in which a number of
stations must be permitted to transmit at any given time,
but where each station is only transmitting a fraction of
the total time, wideband systems provide greater communica-
tion capacity and spectrum utilization than do narrowband
systems. [Ref. 10: p. 29]
In a congested band operation, in which a service
is assigned various bands of frequencies and users are
permitted to operate at any frequency within the band, the
communication capacity using broadband systems exceeds that
of a narrowband system by
Cb = Cn [ l/a(S/N)min ] (Eqn. 5.3)
where
a = average fraction of time each station is
actually transmitting.
(S/N)min = least favorable signal-to-noise ratio
anticipated in the narrowband system, and
Cb , Cn = channel capacity per circuit in broadband
and narrowband operation respectively.
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From Equation 5.3 it can be observed that as the number of
users increases in a congested band operation, so that the
S/N decreases, or as the duty cycle of operation decreases,
broadband systems show increasing superiority over
narrowband ones. Thus in an environment in which all users
operated only on an assigned frequency, a similar relation
existed and that low duty cycle operation broadband systems
give greater communication capacity for a given bandwidth
allocated to the service. The reason for this is that at
low duty cycle, the narrowband system wastes spectrum
because most of the allocated channels in the band will be
idle at any one time. This cannot be avoided since each
station must have access to communications at any time. The
narrowband allocation eliminates interference between
users, while in the broadband case, each station appears as
'noise'' to the others. The broadband system takes
advantage of the low duty cycle which keeps the ' 'noise'
'
level low and increases the per-circuit capacity. At high
duty cycles, the narrowband system results in superior
spectrum utilization, and it obviously makes sense to
allocate spectrum using the conventional frequency division
method for high duty systems, such as broadcast. For low
duty rate operations, such as those that occur in mobile
systems, systems in which a large number of users rely upon
a common relay point, or systems which permit many users to
operate on any of a number of frequencies in a band
(amateur, Citizen's Band radio, etc.), bandwidth-expanding
systems can easily prove to be the more efficient users of
the spectrum. [Ref . 10: p. 29]
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VI. POSSIBLE APPLICATION OF SPREAD SPECTRUM PRINCIPLES IN
SPECTRUM ALLOCATION
A. INTRODUCTION
Spectrum management is an important activity that
facilitates the orderly use of the electromagnetic spectrum
for many telecommunications and other applications. Most
readers are aware of the broad, vital, and growing role
which radio communications services play in meeting the
domestic and worldwide needs of our modern society in
commerce, public safety, defence, education, transporta-
tion, and entertainment. While the electromagnetic spectrum
is a renewable resource (unlike our energy reserves), the
worldwide demand for expanding wireless communications of
all types has resulted in competition among the 40 radio-
communication services for spectrum and the geostationary
orbit space. This competition takes place both nationally
and internationally. Although there are common interest
areas, the aspirations, expectations, and need of the
countries of the world for telecommunications are widely
different. Political, economic, and social tensions and
pressures are at work in the allocation and use of the
spectrum. Radio-wave propagation does not respect interna-
tional boundaries, and this compounds those tensions and
pressures and increases the need for cooperation and
sharing. Consequently, because the allocation of the spect-
rum and its management affects the structure and develop-
ment of international communications and each nation's
system of telecommunications, global collaboration and
cooperation based upon technically sound negotiations are
essential ifthe chaos of independent, conflicting users is
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to be avoided and mankind is to benefit. With these
motivations, approximately 2000 delegates, representing
142 countries, met in Geneva for about three months in late
1979 under the auspices of the ITU to revise the regula-
tions governing the use of the electromagnetic spectrum and
the geostationary orbit. The results of that conference
will have a wide-ranging impact on telecommunications all
over the world on into the 21st Century. [Ref . 19]
The propagation characteristics of electromanetic
energy are such that the allocation of the radio spectrum
must be coordinated at the international as well as
national level. Coordination at the international level is
acomplished through the ITU. The member nations of the ITU
negotiate an international allocation of the spectrum which
by common assent, establishes the basic rules for sub-
sequent national allocation.
Responsibility for national spectrum allocation in the
United States is divided between the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) and the President. One of the most impor-
tant responsibilities delegated to the FCC by the Communi-
cations Act of 1934 is the management of the non-government
portion of the electromagnetic spectrum. This includes
responsibility for allocation, assignment, and efficient
use of the spectrum. To avoid confusion, it should be noted
that the terms ' * allocation' ' and ''assignment'' have
rather special meaning in spectrum management. Allocation
is the commitment of bands or blocks of frequencies to the
use of a specific radio service or services. Assignment
includes selecting and authorizing (licensing) the use of
discrete frequencies by individual radio stations within a
service. [Ref. 20 : p 182]
Allocation requires coordination with many entities,
public and private, at both national and international
levels. After a portion of the spectrum has been allocated
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to a radio service (or services in the case of shared
allocations), assignment must be made to specific radio
stations within the service. This may be a relatively
straightforward process (for example, licensing an amateur
station), or it may involve a complex lengthy proceeding,
such as a broadcast station assignment when there is more
than one applicant or a license renewal is challenged.
Efficient use of the spectrum is fostered by promulgation
of operating rules and standards, which can also generate
controversy and result in extended proceedings
.
The FCC is responsible for allocation to all non-
federal government radio users, including state and local
governments. The Communication Act of 1934 explicitly
assigned authority over spectrum allocation for all federal
government radio users to the President. Since 1970, this
authority has been delegated to the Director of the Office
of Telecommunications Policy (OTP) . The director of the
OTP, exercises this delegated authority primarily through
the activities of the Interdepartment Radio Advisory
Committee (IRAC). The IRAC consists of representatives of
all federal departments and agencies that make extensive
use of radio communications. The IRAC serves in an advisory
capacity to the director of OTP, and assists the director in
all matters pertaining to spectrum management, including
allocation
.
B. FREQUENCY BAND SHARING
Spread-spectrum techniques have been developed in the
past to permit communication of message information under
difficult conditions of very low signal-to-noise ratio
(such as may be encountered due to high co - channel
interference), low signal levels (such as may occur in
systems using very long paths, as, for example, deep space
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probes), or transmissions having low detectability . They
were not developed with a primary objective of spectrum use
improvement, and yet the objectives for which they were
developed would appear to be desirable for spectrum
allocation considerations. Two strategies for employing
spread spectrum techniques would seem to warrant further
consideration, and experimental verification as to their
usefulness for increasing spectrum use efficiency and
providing more users satisfactory system perfomance.
One strategy would be to overlay wideband spread
spectrum users in selected frequency bands now assigned for
a number of narrowband users, and to use the frequencies
simultaneously by both kinds of users. Under the right
conditions, such simultaneous use of frequencies should be
quite practical. The burden of achieving and demonstrating
practicality would probably fall on spread spectrum users
because most of the spectrum in use today is already filled
with narrowband users, traditionally, new users of the
spectrum carry the burden of establishing a sharing
capability. An approach to this would be to let present
users continue operating as they are today and begin
building an overlay of spread spectrum users on the present
networks. The spread spectrum users would be expected, and
likely required, to develop their systems so as to create
minimum interference to the conventional systems as well as
being able to provide satisfactory operational performance
of the spread spectrum systems in the presence of many
interesting signals. That this strategy should be practical
seems implicit, since the spread spectrum signal is a low
density signal (inherent because the signal power is spread
over a wide bandwidth) which appears to be incoherent and
to the conventional system is viewed as only a small noise
increase. [Ref . 10 : p. 28]
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As an illustation, consider a direct code modulation
system using a spectrum spreading code with a rate of, say,
1.5 Mbits/s. It would have a bandwidth between nulls of
3 MHz, and the power of the transmitter is spread over this
bandwidth. In that 3 MHz, a 10 W transmitter, say, would
average a power density of approximately 3.3 \l W/Hz . Thus,
this 10 W signal would have about the same affect in a
receiver of 3 KHz bandwidth as would a 10 mW transmitter
concentrating its power in a 3 KHz, or less, bandwidth. So,
everyone can see that properly designed spread spectrum
systems should result in minimal interference in existing
narrowband systems
.
Additionally, the requirement that the spread spectrum
system be able to operate in the existing interference
enviroment also seems implicit because of its inherent
capability to provide interference rejection that is
probably not matched in any other way. As discussed
earlier, interference is rejected by the spread spectrum
receiver up to some margin level which is a function of the
code sequence rate in a direct sequence system, the number
of frequency channels used in a frequency-hopping system,
or in the compression ratio of a chirp system.
The main obstacle to the development of this strategy
of overlaying spread spectrum wide-bandwidth signals on
existing narrowband systems will be the reluctance of those
currently authorized frequencies to want to share them when
they appear to have nothing to gain. The best argument
against this attitude is that the world society as a whole
needs and will benefit from increasing communication
capability. And to achieve that capability, careful
planning, cooperation, and spectrum sharing on the part of
all will be needed.
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C. SPREAD SPECTRUM BAND ALLOCATION
The second strategy, which is suggested for possible
application of spread spectrum principles to spectrum
sharing, is to establish certain bands for spread spectrum
systems and, conceptionally , assign orthogonal codes rather
than frequencies channels.
One possibility for accommodating dedicated spectrum
assignment and of alleviating some of the demand for the
spectrum is to move to higher frequencies where there is
less, or no, current usage. If systems can be designed to
utilize frequencies above 40 GHz and handle the propagation
effects at these higher frequencies, the bandwidth availab-
le for radio transmission will become several times the to-
tal of that used today. There are some striking differences
between the approach to allocation above and below 40 GHz.
For example, there are no bands allocated exclusively. This
reflects the characteristics of propagation and the small
antenna bandwidths achievable at these frequencies, both of
which mitigate against interference and make possible
sharing situations not possible at the lower frequencies.
The major feature of the spectrum above 40 GHz is the
frequency-dependent structure of atmospheric propagation.
Propagation for a spread spectrum signal is much the same
for any other signal, with the exception that the wide
bandwidths employed sometimes restrict system use. The
wideband modulation that can cause a system to be restric-
ted in some areas can be a boon in others [Ref . 2: p. 272].
The region, above 40 GHz, is characterized by windows,
which are bands of relatively low attenuation, and
absorption bands, where attenuation is very high. The
atmospheric propagation characteristics provide both
advantages and disadvantages. Advantages result from the
reduced possibilities of interference between the
various services and, thus, increased sharing of the
spectrum. The disadvantages, of course, are the
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generally higher atmospheric attenuation and the increased
attenuation caused by precipitation. This necessitates
considerably more power than is required at the lower
frequencies and reduces the reliability of operation. For
the purposes of allocation and selection, the spectrum may
be divided into bands corresponding to windows and absorp-
tion bands due to propagation effects. These are defined
primarily by the absorption characteristics of oxygen and
water vapor at these frequencies. Of course, the detailed
band shapes, center frequencies, etc., will be affected by
hydrometeors such as rain and snow. Such effects should be
taken into account when performing actual system design and
selecting operating frequencies. [Ref . 21: p. 1137]
This strategy could be implemented in an evolutionary
manner, as an outgrowth of the first strategy, if, because
of their advantages, the number of spread spectra overlaid
in a band grew as narrowband systems diminished. Alternati-
vely, when advantages of spread-spectrum techniques become
more widely recognized, decisions could be made to imple-
ment spread spectrum systems in certain bands with code
assignments, as suggested. [Ref. 10 : p. 28]
D. CONCLUSIONS
The philosophy of spectrum allocation which has existed
for many years has been one of sharing the inherent
capacity of the radio spectrum among users by frequency
division. As the number of users increased, methods were
found to reduce the necessary bandwidth so that new users
could be accommodated in the spectrum. As user population
continues to increase, it can be questioned as to whether
frequency division allocation can continue to be the only
way of allocating the spectrum, because this approach may
not always be the most efficient way of using spectrum.
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The historical philosophy of spectrum allocation
appears to have been based upon the way in which the radio
art ae-.-alcped (in particullar, the frequency selective
filter . rather than any fundamental physical principle.
There are other ways in which the communication capacity of
the spectrum can be shared. Frequency division represents a
very poor choice for many applications if improvement in
the lirection of maximization of communication capacity in
a given :r£t.er.t of the spectrum is an objective. Applica-
tion :: spread spectrum principles is one way. For if deve-
lopment :t solid - state microcircuits , digital techniques.
coding theory, ar.d other hardware and software capabilities
tit not exist at their current level, any suggestion of
ising spre?. t spectrum principles for spectrum utilization
improvement would be meaningless. But because these advan-
ces have been r.ade and are having impact upon the trend
of system development (e.g., the trend toward digital
systems), and because of the advancing demand for increased
communicat i : as, it behooves the telecommunications communi-
ty to reexamine the methods of spectrum sharing and to
determine it light of current capabilities whether modifi-
cation of the present method is not both necessary and
desirable, it the benefits of communications to the world's
society are to be maintained. [Ref . 10 : p. 30]
Two approaches have been proposed for accommodating
spreai spectrum systems in the frequency spectrum. One
approach is to overlay wideband spread spectrum users in
selected frequency bands now used for a number of narrow-
band users and to use the frequencies simultaneously by
bot;. kinds of user: ~':\i second approach is to establish
certain bands exclusively for spread spectrum systems and
tc assign orthogonal codes.
In practice, the band sharing approach between spread
spectrum systems and conventional systems is preferred
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over the allocation of a few specific bands for spread
spectrum systems, based on a realistic appraisal of the
likelihood of obtaining internationally and nationally
acceptable frequency bands. Frequency band sharing between
spread spectrum systems and conventional systems is
possible in a number of frequency ranges if spread spectrum
system design characteristics are properly controlled.
The dedicated band approach appears to be less
desirable at this time from a military viewpoint because of
the possibility of jammer concentration in the selected
bands. However, it may be a feasible long term solution for
accommodating spread spectrum systems as technology
improves. Therefore, the concept of allocating dedicated
frequency bands for spread spectrum systems use should not
be pursued at this time.
Thus, based on a realistic appraisal of obtaining
international and national acceptance, band sharing between
spread spectrum systems and conventional systems is
preferred, while selected frequency bands could become an
outgrowth or end result from the first strategy.
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VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Led by the Global Positioning System (GPS) and the
Joint Tactical Information Distribution System (JTIDS), the
spread spectrum concept has emerged from its cloak of
secrecy. And yet the history of this robust military
communication technique remains largely unknown to the
modern communication engineer.
Spread spectrum systems, because of the nature of their
signal characteristics, have at least nine (9) important
performance attributes. The advantages of using spread
spectrum signals instead of conventional narrowband signals




4. Low Probability of Intercept,
5. Multiple Access Capability,
6. High Resolution Ranging Capability,
7. Short Synchronization Acquisition Time,
8. Multipath Rejection and
9. Near-Far Performance.
The Processing Gain achievable by demodulating or
decoding a spread spectrum signal is equal to the ratio of
the RF bandwidth to the information data rate, or traffic
signaling speed. The processing gain for these signals is:
Processing Gain = Gp = RF bandwidth / Data Rate or
Information Rate
Spread spectrum systems generally possess a large process-
ing gain which allows these systems to operate with a low
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signal-to-noise ratio at the input of the receiver. Such a
high processing gain allows the signal to be received below
the level of the noise and still provide reliable
communications
.
The Jamming Resistance of the Hybrid FH/DS is generally
better than that achievable by using either the frequency
hop or a direct sequence signal by itself. The frequency
hop modulation decreases the effect of a single frequency
jammer by hopping to numerous frequencies and thereby
reducing the time that the jammer frequency matches the
hybrid signal frequency. However, to further reduce the
effects of narrowband jammers, frequency hop systems usual-
ly incorporate error - correcting codes for information
transmission. Even though some bits are received incorrect-
ly due to the jammer, the errors can be corrected when the
information is decoded. The effect of the jammer is further
reduced by the direct sequence modulation. Even when the
jammer frequency corresponds to the hybrid signal frequency
during a single hop period, the demodulation process of the
direct sequence portion of the signal spreads the jammer
power over a wide bandwidth. By filtering the output of the
decoder, the narrowband traffic is retained while most of
the jamming signal power is filtered out. Therefore, the
decoding process recovers the desired traffic while reject-
ing the jamming signal.
Spread spectrum systems provide some Traffic Privacy.
Direct sequence signals can provide some degree of
security. Through the use of non - linear spreading codes,
detection and demodulation of this type of signal can
become extremely difficult and in some cases, impossible.
Non-linear sequences cannot be recognized and reconstucted
this easily. Even when many consecutive code elements are
detected, prediction of the entire code is virtually
impossible. Non-linear codes are also generally very long
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so that the code does not repeat during the transmission of
the traffic. Frequency hop systems provide some traffic
privacy. The low probability of intercept combined with
pseudorandom frequency hopping make these signals difficult
to demodulate for unintended receivers. However, if traffic
security is desired, the traffic must be encrypted because
the frequency hopping modulation does not provide any
traffic security.
Since the spread spectrum signal power is spread over a
wide bandwidth, the power density (the power in a 1 Hz
bandwidth) is extremely low. Therefore, when intercepting
spread spectrum signals, the signal-to-noise ratio at the
intercept receiver will probably be very low. The signal
may even be below the noise level. The signal frequency
spectrum looks like noise and the received signal-to-noise
ratio is generally very low. Additionally, in frequency hop
signals, the low average power density combined with the
pseudorandom frequency hopping pattern make these signals
difficult to detect or intercept. Therefore, the probabili-
ty of intercepting these signals is low.
Numerous users may transmit in the same frequency band
by using unique direct sequence or frequency hopping codes.
Time division , frequency division and code division multiple
access sytems can all employ spread spectrum signals. In
the time division multiple access systems, each user is
assigned a time slot for transmission . Frequency hop signals
along with direct sequence signals and many other signals
can be used for time division multiple access systems.
Frequency division multiple access systems assign a
frequency band for each user. While most frequency division
multiple access systems employ narrowband signals, wideband
signals could also be used. The code division multiple
access systems primarily employ frequency hop, direct
sequence, or hybrid spread spectrum signals. The use of
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unique direct sequence codes is not as good as using unique
frequency hopping codes. Unique frequency hopping codes
allow transmission of signals which do not interfere with
other receivers. The intended receiver hops in frequency so
that it detects only the signals intended for it. Frequency
hopping codes which are not unique to a specific receiver
never contribute noise to that receiver. By carefully sele-
cting the codes for all the users, the mutual interferance
can be minimized. By using error-correcting codes for
information encoding, the mutual interference is further
reduced.
The precise timing required to synchronize a received
direct sequence signal and the receiver replica provide an
accurate means of determining the range between two units.
When the spreading codes for both units are synchronized,
the range from one unit to the second unit can be determi-
ned by the time delay between transmission of the direct
sequence signal by the first unit and reception of this
signal by the second unit. Thus, direct sequence signals
can be used to accurately determine the range between
units. Many frequency hop systems make no attempt to
transmit a coherent signal. The synchronization accuracies
required for a noncoherent frequency hopping signal are
much less than for a coherent system or a direct sequence
system. Therefore, the ranging accuracy for noncoherent
systems is poor and generally considered unuseable unless
an extremely high hopping rate is used. However, if a
coherent frequency hopping system is used, ranging accura-
cies can approach the accuracies of a direct sequence
system. The difficulty encountered in building coherent
frequency hop systems often makes the direct sequence
systems more advantageous
.
Frequency hop systems generally require a significantly
shorter time to acquire synchronization than direct
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sequence signals having the same bandwidth. In frequency-
hop systems, the receiver can usually synchronize with the
transmitted signal within a small fraction of a second.
Direct sequence systems usually require about a second to
achieve synchronization. For some applications like voice
communications, the shorter acquisition time is highly
desirable. If one or two seconds is required for synchroni-
zation, the transmitter has to be keyed at least two
seconds before the voice will be received at the receiver.
Therefore, a voice reply would be delayed by at least two
seconds. By using frequency hop signals, the receiver can
synchronize within a fraction of a second and no noticeable
delay is encountered for voice communications.
When the transmitted signal is propagated towards the
receiver, several paths may exist which may cause
interference due to phase cancellations at the receiver.
This is called multipath propagation. If the signal is
propagated via the ionosphere, the path time delays can
range from tens of microseconds to several milliseconds.
Similar multipath delays can exist at VHF and UHF
frequencies due to reffections from buildings, towers and
other reflective materials. If the hopping rate is
adequately high, then the receiver listens on a new
frequency slot before the interfering paths have a chance
to interfere with the direct path. For slow frequency
hoppers, the path propagation times are too fast to allow
the receiver to reject the interference. As long as the
delay of the multipath signal is not within one chip period
of the direct path spreading code sequence delay, the
multipath signal appears as noise and generally does not
effect the receiver operation. During initial synchroniza-
tion, the receiver may lock onto a multipath signal and
thereby cause some interference. However, with a proper
choice of hop rate and direct sequence coding, this problem
can be minimized.
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Near-Far Performance describes the behavior of the
spread spectrum system with other users both near and far
away from the intended users. A frequency hop system jumps
to many different carrier frequencies in a time interval
and filters the carrier frequency with the intermediate
frequency filter.' Users outside the filter's bandwidth are
rejected and only the proper signal is demedulated. Since
the IF filter passes only a narrow bandwidth signal,
potential interferers are more easily rejected.
As far as general communications are concerned,
applications of spread spectrum techniques are relatively
obvious . Some areas in which spread spectrum methods have
already been put to good use are:
1. Communications,






5. Multiple Access Systems and
6 Radar Systems
.
Key to the continuing growth of radio systems is the
availability of radio frequencies which can be used for
communications. Without available spectrum, new services
may be denied, or forced to operate on frequencies already
assigned. As a result of the inevitable increase in
interference, existing services may be degraded and the new
services will operate less than satisfactorily.
Many difficulties arise from what is termed administra-
tive convenience, which results from the sheer impossibili-
ty of making a proper electromagnetic compatibility
analysis of the impact of each new request for use of the
spectrum on the existing users. As a result, assignment
tables or rules based on antiquated data are used as a
substitute. Revision of these rules in the light of new
knowledge will be a lengthy and difficult process but
hopefully it will be accomplished.
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The radio spectrum is a critical world and national
natural resource, essential to the life, security, and
defense of the people of each country. The demand for
frequencies or channels in certain parts of the spectrum
often exceeds the supply. Prudence therefore requires that
the spectrum be conserved for the more essential needs.
Radio spectrum conservation requires the management,
supervision, and regulation of the use of the spectrum in
such a manner as to ensure, insofar as practicable, the
satisfactory accommodation of present and foreseen freque-
ncy requirements for national security and defense, foreign
relations, saf ety-of -lif e and property, economy, culture,
education, and entertainment. It involves consideration of
treaties, national policy, national radio-communication
needs and their relative importance, and appraisal and
judgment of proposed radio operations. The measures taken
to conserve the spectrum and to effect sound use thereof,
frequently are referred to as ' 'frequency management. '
'
The management of this resource has as its goal the
accommodation of spectrum users in an orderly and efficient
manner. Frequency management is defined as the utiliza-
tion of scientific knowledge, engineering skills, and
administrative procedures to enable a variety of telecommu-
nications systems to share the radio-frequency spectrum
without unacceptable interference to any one of them. One
of the issues currently being debated nationally and inter-
nationally is ' "the accommodation of new spread spectrum
systems that can share with the classical narrow-band
systems.'' Because of its technological characteristics
spread spectrum systems offer significant advantages to
users, while at the same time, they improve overall spectrum
use. For the user, a spread spectrum system can be used to
reject narrow-band interference and to permit operations in
areas where signal congestion would make communication
10 3
using conventional systems impossible. At the same time, if
the spread spectrum signal is used intermittently and if it
is below the noise threshold of the narrow-band receiver,
it will not interfere with the narrow-band user. Spread
spectrum is clearly not the best answer to all problems in
all circumstances, but in the critical and rapidly changing
field of high density communications , it may prove to be the
best or possibly the only answer.
Today's successful spectrum manager must combine many
talents, including a knowledge of the technical, legal,
economic, political, sociological, and even psychological
aspects of the businnes. Only part of this can be taught in
a classroom, as observed by Vice Admiral J.L. Boyes , U.S.
Navy: ' 'Radio frequency management is done by experts who
meld years of experience with a curious blend of regula-
tions, electronics, politics and not a little bit of
larceny. ' ' What he meant is that spectrum managers must
justify requirements, horse-trade, coerce, bluff, and
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